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HISTORICAL 

A COWBOY OF LEGEND BK#1 $15.95  
LINDA BRODAY  
Lone Star Legend series. It's time for a new gener-
ation to become Legend. Deacon Brannock is deter-
mined to make a name for himself and the saloon 
he's worked his whole life to afford. He was prepared 
for life in the Wild West, but he hadn't counted on 
Grace Legend… Grace has always fought hard for 
what she believes in, and after her best friend is 
killed at the hands of her drunk and angry husband, 
that includes keeping alcohol out of her town. When 
the owner of the new saloon turns out to be a kind 
and considerate man, she can't help but wonder if 
they could have a future together...if they weren't on 
opposite sides of every issue. 

HEIRESS IN RED SILK BK#2 $15.95  
MADELINE HUNTER 
Duke’s Heiress series. Bk#1 Heiress for Hire. A 
mysterious bequest brings a whole new life--and 
brand-new love--to three unsuspecting women… In 
one life-changing windfall, Rosamund Jameson goes 
from struggling shopkeeper to heiress--and co-owner 
of a new business. Not only will her sudden fortune 
allow her to move her millinery shop to fashionable 
London, but Rosamund will be able to provide her 
younger sister with a proper entry into society. The 
only hitch for resourceful Rosamund is her arrogant, 
infuriatingly handsome business partner… Kevin 
Radnor is shocked that his late uncle, the Duke of 
Hollinburgh, bequeathed half his company to a total 
stranger--worse, a beguiling beauty who can only 
hinder his enterprise. But Rosamund insists on an 
active, equal partnership, so Kevin embarks on a 
plan: a seduction that will lead to a marriage of con-
venience, giving Rosamund the social status she 
needs, and guaranteeing him the silent partner he 
desires. Yet as this charismatic gentleman sets his 
flirtation in motion, he begins to wonder who is se-
ducing whom--and if he can learn to share himself 
body and mind, without losing his heart… 

HER FIRST DESIRE BK#2 $14.95 
CATHY MAXWELL 
Logical Man’s Guide to Dangerous Women se-
ries. Bk#1 His Secret Mistress. She arrived in town, 
beautiful and bold and declaring that she's inherited 
property that that he has already claimed! As a mem-
ber of the local Logical Men's Society, Ned Thurlowe 
prides himself on thinking clearly and calmly at all 
times. And it's clear that the meeting place of the 
society--a local tavern--is his even if the men have 
turned it to shambles. But Ned's claim is challenged 
Gemma Estep, who's announced she's decided to 
turn it into some sort of respectable tea garden for 
the local ladies. Ned challenges Gemma, and in do-
ing so behaves most illogically, for though he wants 
to dismiss her, he also can't help but desire her. 
Gemma has had enough of men telling her what to 
do, and she's vowed to make her own way in the 

world. And Ned Thurlowe is ruining her plans. Not 
only has he laid claim to her property, pitting them in 
a heated fight for its ownership, he's also arousing in 
her feelings she's never sensed before. And although 
they argue, they quickly discover they have more in 
common than they'd each ever dreamed--could their 
disagreement be turning into desire? 

HIGHLAND WARRIOR BK#2 $14.95  
HEATHER MCCOLLUM  
Sons of Sinclair series. Bk#1 Highland Conquest. 
Joshua Sinclair was once the fiercest and most noto-
rious warrior of the mighty Sinclair clan of Northern 
Scotland. But now there's nothing and no one that 
can make him take up arms again. Except a beautiful 
woman, it seems. When Kára Flett, daughter of a 
fallen Norse chief, finds herself unexpectedly shelter-
ing the strongest, most brutal warrior in the land, she 
throws together a risky and outrageous plan to bring 
him to her side. Threats of violence bounce right off 
him. Offers of gold seem to entice him even less. 
Desperate enough to use the pleas of the village 
children to sway him, she's shocked when he's com-
pletely unmoved. There's only one tactic left for her: 
seduction. Her hasty proposition falls completely by 
the wayside, though, as she and the Highlander 
come together in a carnal inferno. But bringing him 
into her life also brings his enemies to her clan's 
doorstep--the very clan Kára is trying to protect. And 
as their feelings deepen, Joshua will have to decide 
between duty and love once and for all. 

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR EARL BK#3 $14.95  
AMELIA GREY  
First Comes Love series. Bk#1 The Earl Next Door. 
Brina Feld has settled into a life devoted to helping 
others since the sinking of the Salty Dove left her 
widowed. She has no need for a man in her content-
ed life. But when the notorious and handsome Lord 
Blacknight returns and awakens her desires, her 
peace and serenity vanish. If she agrees to an alli-
ance with him, she knows she will have to battle her 
heart to keep from being snared under his spell. 
Zane, the Earl of Blacknight, was never supposed to 
inherit the earldom, so he didn't much care to lead a 
respectable life before then. Fistfights, card games, 
and drinking are the order of the day. Now he's deter-
mined to change his rakish ways and he knows the 
proper lady who can help him. There's just one prob-
lem: He's already bet he'll win her hand before the 
Season is over. With her resolve to out-scheme him, 
how can he show her that his love is true? 

THE KNIGHT’S RUNAWAY MAIDEN BK#11 $12.95  
NICOLE LOCKE  
Lovers and Legends series. She hates all War-
stones. Can this one win her love? Balthus of War-
stone secretly loved Séverine, even though she was 
unhappily married to his brute of a brother, then she 
fled six years ago. Now that her husband is dead, 
Balthus must find Séverine and reclaim her sons as 
his father's heirs. Balthus's desire is to claim her, too, 
and despite his battle-maimed arm and her distrust of 
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his family, he'll prove he's a suitor worthy of such a 
courageous woman… 

THE LADY HAS A PAST BK#5 $34.95 HARDCOVER 
AMANDA QUICK  
Burning Cove, California series. Bk#1 The Girl 
Who Knew Too Much. Investigative apprentice Lyra 
Brazier, the newest resident of Burning Cove, is 
unsettled when her boss suddenly disappears. Lyra 
knows something has happened to Raina Kirk, and 
tracks down her last known appearance at an exclu-
sive hotel and health spa. The health spa is known 
for its luxurious offerings and prestigious clientele, 
and the wealthy, socialite background Lyra desper-
ately wanted to leave behind is perfect for this un-
dercover job. What Lyra lacks in investigative experi-
ence she makes up for in gut instinct, and her gut 
isn't happy that she's saddled with a partner by Lu-
ther Pell, Raina's dangerous lover, who wants to 
bring in someone with more experience to help. 
Instead of the suave, pistol-packing private eye she 
expected, though, Simon Cage is a mild-mannered 
antiquarian book dealer with a quiet, academic air, 
and a cool, remote gaze. Lyra suspects that Simon 
is much more than what he seems, and her instincts 
are confirmed when they arrive at the spa and pose 
as a couple: Simon has a unique gift that allows him 
to detect secrets, a skill that is crucial in finding 
Raina. The unlikely duo falls down a rabbit hole of 
twisted rumors and missing socialites, discovering 
that the health spa is a façade for something far 
darker than they imagined. With a murderer in their 
midst, Raina isn't the only one in grave danger--Lyra 
is next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE LADY TAMED BK#4 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
HEATHER BOYD (270 PAGES)  
Saints and Sinners series. Bk#1 The Duke and I. 
Fortune hunters and fools. Those are the gentlemen 
Fanny Rivers has endured since her husband's 
passing. Men who believe women too feeble-brained 
to manage a fortune, much less help it grow. So for 
her sister's upcoming wedding festivities, she's com-
bined her business acumen with her habit of collect-
ing strays-hiring an actor to play her besotted beau. 
And it's working marvellously. Too marvellously. 
Before long, her attraction to Jeremy makes it diffi-
cult to discern fact from fiction, and Fanny herself is 
in danger of falling for her own scheme. Jeremy 
Dawes can scarcely believe his luck when Fanny 
Rivers agrees to be his patroness. Despite learning 
he's the latest in a long line of charity cases, he will-
ingly takes on the most complicated role of his fledg-
ling career-that of a proper gentleman. She'll never 

need know of his unsavory beginnings, though the 
closer they become, the more Jeremy wishes he 
could be what she deserves. It's only after a thrilling 
moment of intimacy-and a regrettable decision by 
Fanny-that Jeremy finds unexpected allies in the 
negotiation for his savvy lady's heart. 

MAKING MERRY BK#3 $17.95 REISSUE 
KERRIGAN BYRNE (120 PAGES)  
Goode Girl’s Romance series. Bk#1 Seducing a 
Stranger. There's no room at the Inn… sprightly 
Victorian spinster, Vanessa Latimer, is stranded for 
the holidays in the Scottish Highlands by a relentless 
winter blizzard. She takes refuge at a centuries-old 
inn where the only available room is haunted by the 
ghost of a warrior who fell at Culloden Moor. One 
who refuses to give up his side of the bed. Johna-
than de Lohr awakens to find a siren bathing in the 
chamber of sorrows that keeps his restless spirit 
imprisoned. Though he's the ghost, John knows that 
the captivating woman will be the one to haunt him. 
Unless they can figure out a way to set his torment-
ed soul free. 

A MARRIAGE OF EQUALS $13.95  
ELIZABETH ROLLS  
Risking everything … For love! Having struggled so 
hard to become a successful business owner, Ja-
maica-born Psyché Winthrop-Abeni has no interest 
in relinquishing her freedom or property to a hus-
band. But when gentleman Will Barclay comes to 
her aid, their intense connection tempts her into a 
thrillingly passionate temporary affair! It's the perfect 
arrangement...until Will feels honor-bound to pro-
pose. His offer is one she's never dared to dream of, 
but can she trust Will enough to take the risk? 

ONCE UPON A COUNTESS BK#2 $22.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
JR SALISBURY (240 PAGES)  
Love and Devotion series. Lady Clare MacDougal, 
the sharp-tongued daughter of the Duke of Renfrew 
has been sent to spend the summer in London with 
her cousin, the Duke of Clevedon. Her father's 
heartfelt wish is for her to marry well. Lady Clare has 
other plans… Forbidden love. Wilton Parr, the Earl 
of Wexford has no plans for marriage. Widowed 
from a previous, unhappy marriage, Wexford's only 
plans are to finish raising his younger siblings. But 
Lady Clare's tart tongue and love of life intrigue him. 
Can he convince her they belong together, or will 
her secret love keep them apart? 

ONE THING LEADS TO A LOVER BK#2 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
SUSANNA CRAIG  
Love and Let Spy series. Bk#1 Who’s That Earl. 
Amanda Bartlett, widowed Countess of Kingston, is 
a woman beyond reproach. Married at nineteen, she 
dutifully provided the Earl with an heir and a spare 
before his death three years ago. Since then, Aman-
da has lived a simple, quiet life. A life that, if she 
were honest, has become more than a trifle dull. So  

BK#1 

BK#2 BK#3 BK#4 
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when an adventure literally drops into her lap, in the 
shape of a mysterious book, she intends to make the 
most of it--especially if it brings her closer to a charis-
matic stranger. . . . Major Langley Stanhope, an intel-
ligence officer and master mimic known as the Mag-
pie, needs to retrieve the code book that has fallen 
into Amanda's hands. The mistaken delivery has put 
them both in grave danger and in a desperate race to 
unearth a traitor. It's also stirred an intense, reckless 
attraction. Langley believes the life he leads is not 
suitable for a delicate widow, but it seems he may 
have underestimated the lady's daring . . . and the 
depths of their mutual desire. . . . 

THE PERSUASION OF MISS KATE BK#4 $18.95 
TRADE P/BACK 
KATHLEEN BALDWIN (258 PAGES)  
My Notorious Aunt series. Miss Kate Linnet longs 
for independence above all else, but Lord Colter is 
determined to persuade her to marry. Kate adores 
her younger sisters, but taking care of them ever 
since her mother died has her yearning for freedom. 
Or so she thinks. rriage is most assuredly not the 
answer. After all, with marriage comes more respon-
sibility and inevitably more children. Even knowing 
that, two years ago, she agreed to marry Lord Colter. 
Devil take his boyish charm! And those roguish dark 
eyes of his. She never should have said yes. And the 
more he pushed for a wedding date, the more she 
found fault with him. Finally, having had enough, he 
broke off their engagement in the middle of the 
Clapsforth-on-Wye assembly ball. During the cotil-
lion! in front of everyone. Mortifying. After such public 
humiliation, Kate wants to escape her crumbling life 
entirely. When her aunt, the notorious Lady Alame-
da, offers her a London Season, Kate readily ac-
cepts, but soon discovers her mischievous aunt is 
making her already troubled life worse. Can Lord 
Colter rebuild the bridge between them, or will Kate 
let their chances at love and happiness slip through 
her fingers once again? 

SOMEONE WANTON HIS WAY COMES BK#1 $19.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
CHRISTI CALDWELL 
Wantons of Waverton series. Widowed Lady Sylvia 
Elton is out to save young ladies from the terrible fate 
of love and marriage. Her former husband has re-
tained his reputation as an honorable and loving man 
in death, but Sylvia has privately mourned his lies 
and infidelity. Joined by two equally scorned and cast
-off friends, Sylvia establishes the Mismatch Society. 
With each new liberated member, the scandalous 
circle wreaks havoc on the romantic prospects of 
London's frustrated male peerage. But nothing pre-
pares Sylvia for the Viscount St. John, a familiar face 
and her most formidable challenger. layton Kearsley, 
the Viscount St. John, can't allow these wantons to 
dismantle the Marriage Mart. Until he discovers the 
ringleader is his old friend's widow, a fine woman for 

whom he's carried a torch since the day they met. 
Thinking himself undeserving of a diamond like her, 
he introduced her to his best friend--a decision he 
now regrets deeply, knowing of the hurt she carries 
in secret. Now he is positioned to match wits with this 
woman, who is determined to save young ladies from 
future heartbreak. And despite his misgivings, Clay-
ton is entertaining fantasies that he could end their 
battle with a kiss. If only he had the courage to tell 
her how he feels--or the hope that she'd ever again 
let down her guard. 

A VISCOUNT TO SAVE HER REPUTATION $13.95  
HELEN DICKSON 
The makings of a scandal … Or a marriage? Escap-
ing from a marriage she doesn't want, heiress Lucy 
Walsh falls straight into the arms of Christopher Wild-
ing, Viscount Rockley--causing a scandal! Lucy's 
drawn to the enigmatic viscount, but he seems to 
think he's too cynical and mature for her. While she's 
under his protection, the ton will gossip, and with her 
godmother on her way to fetch her, Lucy is running 
out of options to save her reputation--and her heart! 

A WICKED BARGAIN FOR THE DUKE BK#3 $14.95  
MEGAN FRAMPTON  
Hazards of Dukes series. . Thaddeus, the new 
Duke of Hasford, holds his new title reluctantly, but 
his sense of duty is strong. Task number one: find a 
wife and secure an heir. He thinks he's found the 
perfect choice in Lady Jane Capel--until her sister 
Lavinia bursts onto the scene. Vivacious, rebellious, 
and strikingly beautiful, Lavinia is determined to keep 
him away from her shy, sweet sister. And she's also 
determined not to think so much about his broad 
chest and strong thighs. When Lady Lavinia and 
Thaddeus end up in the most compromising position, 
witnessed by Lavinia's mother and nearly everyone 
at a party, they're forced to get married to protect 
their reputations. With no love between them, but 
with an heir to conceive, they strike a bargain in bed. 
Only Lavinia demands passion, and Thaddeus com-
plies, with both of them realizing this marriage of 
convenience may turn into much more... 

COMING IN JUNE:  
Undercover Duke—Sabrina Jeffries 

The Warrior and Lady Rebel—Teresa Smyser 

You’ve Got Plaid—Eliza Knight 

How to Survive a Scandal—Samara Parish 

The Scot Who Loved Me—Gina Conkle 

The Captain’s Quest—Lorri Dudley 

The Defiant Wife—Jess Michaels 
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ALMOST JUST FRIENDS BK#4 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
JILL SHALVIS  
Wildstone series. Bk#1 Lost and Found Sisters. 
Piper Manning's about as tough as they come, she's 
had to be. She raised her siblings and they've thank-
fully flown the coop. All she has to do is finish fixing 
up the lake house her grandparents left her, sell it, 
and then she's free. When a massive storm hits, she 
runs into a tall, dark and brooding stranger, Camden 
Reid. There's a spark there, one that shocks her. 
Surprising her further, her sister and brother return, 
each of them holding their own secrets. The smart 
move would be for Piper to ignore them all but Cam 
unleashes emotions deep inside of her that she can't 
deny, making her yearn for something she doesn't 
understand. And her siblings...well, they need each 
other. Only when the secrets come out, it changes 
everything Piper thinks she knows about her family, 
herself...and Cam. Can she find a way to outrun the 
demons? The answer is closer than she thinks--just 
as the new life she craves may have already begun. 

ALMOST THE LAST TO KNOW $14.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
KRISTAN HIGGINS 
The Frosts are a typical American family. Barb and 
John, married almost fifty years, are testy and bored 
with each other...who could blame them after all this 
time? At least they have their daughters-- Barb's 
favorite, the perfect, brilliant Juliet; and John's dar-
ling, the free-spirited Sadie. The girls themselves 
couldn't be more different, but at least they got 
along, more or less. It was fine. It was enough. Until 
the day John had a stroke, and their house of cards 
came tumbling down. Now Sadie has to put her ca-
reer as a teacher and struggling artist in New York 
on hold to come back and care for her beloved dad--
and face the love of her life, whose heart she broke, 
and who broke hers. Now Juliet has to wonder if 
people will notice that despite her perfect career as a 
successful architect, her perfect marriage to a 
charming Brit, and her two perfect daughters, she's 
spending an increasing amount of time in the closet 
having panic attacks. And now Barb and John will 
finally have to face what's been going on in their 
marriage all along. 

THE AMISH COWBOY’S HOMECOMING BK#2 $14.95 
OPHELIA LONDON  
Honey Brook series. Bk#1 Never an Amish Bride. 
What happens when a traditional horse whisperer 
clashes with an unconventional trainer within the 
charming Amish community of Honey Brook? Grace 
Zook has always held a talent with horses, ever 
since she was a child growing up in her quaint Amish 
village of Honey Brook. Now, as an adult, she's be-
come a master trainer--but still struggles to prove to 
her father that she is worthy of taking over the fami-
ly's horse farm. With a fiery new stallion coming 

soon, Grace knows this challenge is her chance to 
prove she can finally take the reins. When widower 
and horse whisperer Isaac King is offered the lead 
training job on a new farm out of town, he's thrilled to 
finally make a name for himself and provide some 
permanent roots for his young daughter. But not only 
is the stallion seemingly unbreakable, so, too, is the 
owner's headstrong daughter Grace, who has drasti-
cally different ideas about how to handle the impossi-
ble horse. Yet somehow, he can't seem to get the 
confident, beautiful woman out of his mind...even 
though as his boss's daughter, she is completely off-
limits. There's too much at stake for Isaac to gamble 
his future on Grace...even though suddenly, he can't 
imagine one without her. 

BEFORE SUMMER ENDS & A LITTLE BIT PREGNANT 
$15.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
SUSAN MALLERY 
A long, hot summer with her secret crush… What 
could possibly go wrong? Before Summer Ends: 
Nissa Lang knows Desmond Stilling is out of her 
league. He's a CEO, she's a teacher. He's gorgeous, 
she's...not. So when her house-sitting gig falls 
through and Desmond offers her a place to stay for 
the summer, she vows not to reveal how she's felt 
about him since their first--and only--kiss. Desmond 
should've known better than to bring temptation into 
his house. He decided long ago that his best friend's 
sister was too sweet, too good, for him. She de-
serves a guy who can give his heart. For her sake, 
he's stayed away. But as her laughter breathes life 
into his lonely mansion, he's not sure how long he'll 
be able to resist. Bonus story: A Little Bit Pregnant: 
After acting on her crush on her boss Zane Rankin, 
Nicki Beauman ends up pregnant! She's willing to 
make things work with Zane, but his tragic past 
makes it difficult for him to open up--and when his 
overbearing protectiveness threatens her independ-
ence, Nicki will have to make hard choices. 

BLOOMING FUN BKS#4&5 $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
JANET EVANOVICH, CHARLOTTE HUGHES  
Full Blast: When Jamie Swift decides to increase 
revenues for her newspaper by starting a personal 
ads section, suddenly, the town gets "all sexed up." 
The local Chinese-food joint starts creating risque 
fortune cookies. A trashy lingerie shop opens. The 
bakery starts making pornographic pastries. Every-
one gets the idea that sex sells. But someone has 
more sinister objectives. Several "unlikeable" towns-
folk end up dead. And the key to the murders is con-
nected to Jamie's newspaper--especially the person-
al ads. Enlisting the help of the ever-so-sexy Max 
Holt, Jamie and Max have to battle raging hormones, 
a heat wave, a murderous villain, and non-stop at-
traction for each other .....Full Bloom: The tempera-
ture's on "sizzle" again in Beaumont, South Carolina, 
where peach trees are in season and ripe for the 
picking. So is its newest entrepreneur, Annie Forten-
berry, who has inherited her grandmother's B&B 
(and its eccentric handyman Erdle Thorney).  
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THE BOOKSHOP OF SECOND CHANCES $23.95 
TRADE P/BACK 
JACKIE FRASER 
Thea Mottram is having a bad month. She's been let 
go from her office job with no notice--and to make 
matters even worse, her husband of nearly twenty 
years has decided to leave her for one of her 
friends. Bewildered and completely lost, Thea 
doesn't know what to do. But when she learns that a 
distant great uncle in Scotland has passed away, 
leaving her his home and a hefty antique book col-
lection, she decides to leave Sussex for a few 
weeks. Escaping to a small coastal town where no 
one knows her seems to be exactly what she needs. 
Almost instantly, Thea becomes enamored with the 
quaint cottage, comforted by its cozy rooms and 
lovely but neglected garden. The locals in nearby 
Baldochrie are just as warm, quirky, and inviting. 
The only person she can't seem to win over is 
bookshop owner Edward Maltravers, to whom she 
hopes to sell her uncle's book collection. His gruff 
attitude--fueled by an infamous, long-standing feud 
with his brother, a local lord--tests Thea's patience. 
But bickering with Edward proves oddly refreshing 
and exciting, leading Thea to develop feelings she 
hasn't experienced in a long time. As she follows a 
thrilling yet terrifying impulse to stay in Scotland 
indefinitely, Thea realizes that her new life may 
quickly become just as complicated as the one she 
was running from. 

COMING HOME TO SEASHELL HARBOR BK#1 $19.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
MIRANDA LIASSON  
Seashell Harbor series. After making a name for 
herself as publicity whiz to the stars, Hadley Wells 
needs a little image control of her own. Her high-
profile breakup from a beloved Hollywood actor has 
left her the center of national media attention, so she 
makes a strategic retreat to her hometown of Sea-
shell Harbor. But Seashell Harbor has troubles of its 
own: her grandma is selling her beloved Pooch Pal-
ace and worse, to Hadley's ex-boyfriend. Tony Cam-
mareri was the most famous tight end in the NFL, 
until a career-ending injury put him in early retire-
ment. Without football, Cam feels like he has noth-
ing, but he's hoping that opening a chain of sports 
bars will give him a new direction in life. When Had-
ley goes on the offense after hearing his plans, her 
grandma agrees to give them both a fair shot at the 
deed to Pooch Palace -- and Cam isn't giving up his 
perfect location without a fight. Only as their compe-
tition intensifies, old feelings come rushing back. 
All's fair in love and war, but with both of their 
dreams on the line, it's their hearts they stand to 
lose 

 

 

CONFESSIONS FROM THE QUILTING CIRCLE $23.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
MAISEY YATES  
The Ashwood women don't have much in com-
mon...except their ability to keep secrets. When Lark 
Ashwood's beloved grandmother dies, she and her 
sisters discover an unfinished quilt. Finishing it could 
be the reason Lark's been looking for to stop run-
ning from the past, but is she ever going to be brave 
enough to share her biggest secret with the people 
she ought to be closest to? Hannah can't believe 
she's back in Bear Creek, the tiny town she sacri-
ficed everything to escape from. The plan? Help her 
sisters renovate her grandmother's house and leave 
as fast as humanly possible. Until she comes face-to
-face with a man from her past. But getting close to 
him again might mean confessing what really drove 
her away… Stay-at-home mom Avery has built a 
perfect life, but at a cost. She'll need all her family 
around her, and all her strength, to decide if the 
price of perfection is one she can afford to keep 
paying. This summer, the Ashwood women must 
lean on each other like never before, if they are to 
stitch their family back together, one truth at a time... 

COUNTRY PROUD BK#2 $16.95  
LINDA LAEL MILLER 
Painted Pony Creek series. Bk#1 Country Strong. 
First love always burns brighter… Sheriff Eli Garrett 
is grateful for the good things in this life. Like his two 
best friends since childhood. A job that he loves. 
Enough land under the big skies of Montana to 
make a man feel free. And Brynne Bailey, finally 
back home in Painted Pony Creek to stay. Brynne 
was his high school sweetheart--and the girl he'd 
betrayed all those years ago. But now, with a new 
year right around the corner, it's time to make 
amends and see what the future might hold...if she'll 
let him. Brynne has one rule for herself: never date 
another cop. She made that mistake once before, 
and her heart still hasn't recovered from losing the 
kids she'd started to think of as her own. So she's 
happy to put the past behind her and be Eli's friend. 
Anything else is out of the question...until one elec-
tric kiss changes everything between them. But 
when a case blows wide open, putting Eli in danger, 
Brynne will confront her biggest fear. Some rules are 
meant to be broken and some hearts are worth the 
risk for a second chance with your first love. 

THE COWBOY BK#2 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JULIA JUSTISS (RELEASED 11TH MAY) 
McAllister Brothers series. Bk#1 The Rancher. 
He's not looking for anything serious … When his 
older brother asks him to move back to Whiskey 
River to help run the family ranch, former Marine 
Grant McAllister feels obligated to agree. After 
spending two years recovering from battle injuries, 
coming home finally feels right. Relishing being back 
on the land, Grant decides to refurbish the family's 
old hunting cabin as his new home. When the arti-
san designer he hires turns out to be a beautiful, 
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intriguing woman, he hopes to mix business with a 
little pleasure. She needs to remain uninvolved … 
After the death of her Marine husband, a pregnant 
Abby Rogers moved to Whiskey River to be closer to 
her husband's family and escape her controlling moth-
er. Reinventing herself as a designer, she now focus-
es on her business and mothering her young daugh-
ter. She has no time for relationships-no matter how 
tempting she finds her handsome new client. But 
when her wealthy mother threatens to sue for custody 
of her daughter, Grant's shocking offer forces her to 
listen to her heart. 

A COWBOY KIND OF LOVE BK#6 $14.95  
DONNA GRANT 
Heart of Texas series. . Who wants to rodeo again? 
Jace Wilder has been rebuilding his life since the love 
of his life, Taryn, up and left town unexpectedly. But 
when she mysteriously returns, Jace's dependable 
world comes crashing down. Taryn is hiding a danger-
ous secret, and no matter how hard he tries, Jace 
can't stay away--especially when Taryn is at risk. And 
especially when the attraction he thought he'd buried 
long ago is back and hotter than ever. Will he be able 
to trust Taryn again? Taryn Hillman's world fell apart 
one horrifying night, and it's never been the same 
since. When she sees a small chance at untangling 
herself, she takes it, though it means returning to 
Clearview--and seeing Jace again. But when he vows 
to protect her, will Taryn take a chance, and this time, 
never let him go? 

EMBER BK#5 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
CHELLE BLISS 
Men of Inked: Heatwave series. Bk#1 Flame. Rocco 
Caldo is tall, dark, and handsome, but not interested 
in love. Loyal to a fault, he can't turn away an old 
friend in need or a beautiful woman on the 
run...especially when they have unfinished business. 
Rebel Bishop is a single mom, looking 
for shelter, not a handout. But when 
her path crosses with an old flame, 
they uncover an ember of passion 
that's been smoldering inside them 
both for over a decade. Can they move 
beyond their tragic pasts, allowing the 
flame to burn bright into their future? 

FEVER PITCH $15.95 REISSUE  
SHERRYL WOODS  
Fever Pitch by Sherryl Woods: When J.K. Starr 
arrives in town for spring training, Cassie Miles knows 
better than to get distracted by the superstar pitcher--
no matter how handsome he looks in his uniform! Af-
ter all, her ex-husband was a baseball player, and he 
left her to literally play the field. Cassie swore off ath-
letes for good, both to protect herself, and her little 
boy. Too bad J.K. is her son's favorite baseball player, 
and the two are bonding quickly. Soon, even Cassie 
can't ignore J.K.'s attempts to win her over--and be 
more than an idol to her son. His tempting kisses and 
warm embraces have Cassie thinking about their fu-
ture...but when spring training is over, can Cassie 

believe that J.K. will be a man for all seasons? Her 
Homecoming Wish by Jo McNally: Mackenzie Wal-
lace hopes there's still some bad boy lurking beneath 
single father Danny Adams's upright exterior. Being 
the proverbial good girl left her brokenhearted and 
alone in the past. Now she's back in town and wants 
excitement with her high school crush--not love. Dan 
knows their connection runs deep, despite Macken-
zie's protests. But will their new personas work togeth-
er--especially when Dan's secret is exposed? 

FORTUNE AND GLORY BK#27 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK RELEASE  
JANET EVANOVICH  
Stephanie Plum series. Bk#1 One for the Money. 
When Stephanie's beloved Grandma Mazur's new 
husband died on their wedding night, the only thing he 
left her was a beat-up old easy chair...and the keys to 
a life-changing fortune. But as Stephanie and Grand-
ma Mazur search for Jimmy Rosolli's treasure, they 
discover that they're not the only ones on the hunt. 
Two dangerous enemies from the past stand in their 
way--along with a new adversary who's even more 
formidable: Gabriela Rose, a dark-eyed beauty from 
Little Havana with a taste for designer clothes. She's 
also a soldier of fortune, a gourmet cook, an expert in 
firearms and mixed martial arts--and someone who's 
about to give Stephanie a real run for her money. 
Stephanie may be in over her head, but she's got two 
things that Gabriela doesn't: an unbreakable bond 
with her family and a stubborn streak that will never let 
her quit. She'll need both to survive because this 
search for "fortune and glory" will turn into a desperate 
race against time with more on the line than ever be-
fore. Because even as she searches for the treasure 
and fights to protect her Grandma Mazur, her own 
deepest feelings will be tested--as Stephanie could 
finally be forced to choose between Joe Morelli and 
Ranger. 

HEART ON A LEASH BK#1 $14.95  
ALANNA MARTIN 
Heart of Alaska series. Young pups teach frozen 
hearts new tricks in a coastal Alaskan town fractured 
by feuding families. Taylor Lipin has made it her life's 
mission to leave her hometown and its ridiculous, cen-
tury-old feud with the Porters behind. But when her 
sister needs help running the family inn, Taylor agrees 
to return to Helen, Alaska on a temporary, definitely 
not longer than two weeks, basis. Or so she thinks, 
until she's quite literally swept off her feet and into 
enemy territory by three happy huskies and their drool
-worthy owner, Dr. Josh Krane. Though Josh didn't 
grow up in Helen with the rest of his Porter cousins, 
he's heard the stories: Porters rescue huskies. The 
Lipins are cat people. Keep to your pack. But Taylor is 
too tempting to give up--plus, his dogs love her. As 
Taylor and Josh grow closer, tensions in the town 
escalate and the need for secrecy starts taking a toll. 
Soon they'll need to decide whether their newfound 
love is just a summer fling or if they've found their 
forever home.  
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HOME TO THE HARBOR BK#4 $16.95  
LEE TOBIN MCCLAIN  
Off Season series. Bk#1 Cottage at the Beach. 
Friendship, healing and love are all waiting on the 
Chesapeake Bay. Despite the charms of Pleasant 
Shores, coming home is a last resort for William 
Gross. The few happy memories he has here all re-
volve around Bisky Castleman, and she's still every 
bit as kind and strong-minded as he remembered. 
But William is reeling from loss, and seeing Bisky 
with her daughter is a painful reminder of his mis-
takes. Between running her family's fishing business 
and being a single mom, Bisky finds her days are full. 
Yet there's always been room in her heart for William, 
her one childhood friend who never teased her about 
her height or her toughness. Through their shared 
volunteer work with local teens and rescue dogs, 
their feelings deepen into something much stronger. 
But is their growing bond strong enough to heal the  

HOW TO MARRY A COWBOY BK#2 $14.95 
CATHY MCDAVID 
Wishing Well Springs series. Bk#1 The Cowboy’s 
Holiday Bride. Coming home means… Confronting 
her former crush … Trick rider Kenna Hewitt can't 
avoid the company of Channing Pearce--not when 
the handsome cowboy needs Kenna's help saving 
his family's rodeo arena. Working 
together, and being in a wedding 
together, soon has old feelings re-
surfacing. But as a gal who does 
stunts for a living, trusting in a possi-
ble future with the cowboy of her 
dreams is still the most dangerous 
task she's ever faced... 

AN INVINCIBLE SUMMER BK#1 $19.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
MARIAH STEWART   
Wyndham Beach series. It was a lifetime ago that 
recently widowed Maggie Flynn was in Wyndham 
Beach. Now, on the occasion of her fortieth high 
school reunion, she returns to her hometown on the 
Massachusetts coast, picking up right where she left 
off with dear friends Lydia and Emma. But seeing 
Brett Crawford again stirs other emotions. Once, they 
were the town's golden couple destined for one an-
other. He shared Maggie's dreams--and eventually, a 
shattering secret that drove them apart. Buying her 
old family home and resettling in Wyndham Beach 
means a chance to start over for Maggie and her two 
daughters, but it also means facing her rekindled 
feelings for her first love and finally confronting--and 
embracing--the past in ways she never thought pos-
sible. Maggie won't be alone. With her family and 
friends around her, she can weather this stormy turn-
ing point in her life and open her heart to the future. 
As for that dream shared and lost years ago? If Mag-

gie can forgive herself, it still might come true. 

THE KISS QUOTIENT BK#1 $14.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
HELEN HOANG  
Kiss Quotient series. Stella Lane thinks math is the 
only thing that unites the universe. She comes up 
with algorithms to predict customer purchases--a job 
that has given her more money than she knows what 
to do with, and way less experience in the dating 
department than the average thirty-year-old. It 
doesn't help that Stella has Asperger's and French 
kissing reminds her of a shark getting its teeth 
cleaned by pilot fish. Her conclusion: she needs lots 
of practice--with a professional. Which is why she 
hires escort Michael Phan. The Vietnamese and 
Swedish stunner can't afford to turn down Stella's 
offer, and agrees to help her check off all the boxes 
on her lesson plan--from foreplay to more-than-
missionary position … Before long, Stella not only 
learns to appreciate his kisses, but crave all of the 
other things he's making her feel. Their no-nonsense 
partnership starts making a strange kind of sense. 
And the pattern that emerges will convince Stella that 
love is the best kind of logic... 

LONE WOLF $15.95  
DIANA PALMER, KATE PEARCE, REBECCA ZANETTI 
Loyal as a wolf--and just as strong and untamed--
three solitary heroes are about to meet their perfect 
partners … COLORADO COWBOY by DIANA 
PALMER: Fleeing her mother's killer, Esther Marist 
ends up at a rugged stranger's cabin. A wildlife reha-
bilitator with a menagerie that includes an elderly 
wolf, Matthews isn't the type to turn any creature 
away. As Esther heals, she realizes how much dan-
ger she's brought to his door--and how far he'll go to 
protect her. THE WOLF ON HER DOORSTEP by 
KATE PEARCE: Beth Baker senses her grumpy 
summer tenant must be in trouble when his pet wolf 
shows up at her door, demanding she follow. Conner 
O'Neil, solitary and stubborn, doesn't want Beth's 
help--but only he can show her how to trust again. 
RESCUE: COWBOY STYLE by REBECCA ZANET-
TI: Trent Logan has his ranch, his friends, and his 
wolf, and that's more than enough--until a shivering 
city girl runs into the Cattle Club to escape a Wyo-
ming storm. Her eyes hold a world of secrets, and 
he'll have to face the demons of his own past in order 
to save them both. 

LOVE DRUNK COWBOY BK#1 $15.95 REISSUE  
CAROLYN BROWN  
Spikes & Spurs series. She's a self-made city 
girl...He's as intoxicating as can be … High-powered 
career woman Austin Lanier suddenly finds herself 
saddled with an inherited watermelon farm deep in 
the Oklahoma countryside. She's determined to sell 
the farm, until her new, drop-dead sexy neighbor Rye 
O'Donnell shows up. Maybe there's time for a little 
cowboy love after all… Rancher Rye O'Donnell thinks 
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he's going to get a good deal on his dream property 
-- until he meets the fiery new owner. Rye is 
knocked sideways when he realizes that not only is 
Granny Lanier's city-slicker granddaughter a savvy 
businesswoman, she's also sexy as hell. Suddenly 
Rye is a whole lot less interested in real estate and a 
whole lot more focused on getting Austin to set 
aside her stiletto heels and see just how much fun a 
little fling on the farm can be. 

MAYBE WE WILL BK#1 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MELISSA FOSTER 
Silver Harbor series. When chef Abby de Messiér-
es returns to Silver Island with her sister to get their 
late mother's affairs in order, she expected to inherit 
her mother's bistro along with their childhood home, 
not to discover a half sister they never knew existed, 
and a handsome vacationer camped out on her 
mother's patio. Workaholic Aiden Aldridge has been 
sent to Silver Island on a work-free vacation, armed 
with a "Let Loose list," and ordered to get a life by 
the much-younger sister he raised after the death of 
their parents. After years of focusing on his sister's 
well-being, he's blindsided by his intense attraction 
to the gorgeous, free-spirited Abby. Aiden might not 
know much about chilling out, but he's excellent at 
striking deals. He helps Abby with the restaurant in 
exchange for her help in tackling the items on his 
list. Sparks fly as Aiden and Abby work, and play, 
side by side. Intimate conversations lead to steamy 
kisses and undeniable passion. But there's more to 
Aiden than Abby knows, and when the truth comes 
out, their new romance is put to the test, as the two 
find out if true love really can conquer all. 

MUST LOVE COWBOYS BK#3 $15.95  
CARLY BLOOM  
Once Upon a Time in Texas series. Bk#1 Big Bad 
Cowboy. A bookish beauty needs a fake boyfriend 
and finds a handsome cowboy who is just the man 
for the job. Return to Big Verde, a place we want to 
hang up our hat and kick up our spurs .... Beau 
Montgomery is living his best life . . . until he's left in 
charge of Rancho Cañada Verde. With his dyslexia, 
he'd choose a saddle over spreadsheets any day. 
His best hope is to ask the town librarian for tutoring. 
Only he's had a crush on the book-loving beauty 
since his junior high days--and despite being a 
smooth talker, he can't help getting tongue-tied eve-
ry time they meet. Alice Martin doesn't regret putting 
her career above personal relationships--but when 
Beau comes to her for help, Alice decides to see 
what she's been missing. She'll improve Beau's 
reading skills if the handsome cowboy teaches her 
how to flirt and agrees to be her date to an upcom-
ing wedding. But when the town's gossip mill gets 
going, they're forced into a fake romance to keep 
their deal a secret. Soon Alice is seeing Beau in a 
whole new way . . . can she turn their imaginary sto-
ry into a real-life happy-ever-after? 

 

PICNIC IN SOMEDAY VALLEY BK#2 $22.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
JODI THOMAS  
Honey Creek series. Bk#1 Breakfast at the Honey 
Creek Café. Marcie Latimer longs to run away from 
Someday Valley--especially since her ex-boyfriend 
spun a web of lies that almost led to tragedy in 
neighboring Honey Creek. Little wonder so many 
locals have turned their backs on her. But not Brand 
Rodgers. The quiet cowboy comes to listen every 
time she sings at Bandit's Bar, offering a glimpse of 
safety and calm that Marcie's rarely known. After 
Texas Ranger Colby McBride saved Honey Creek's 
mayor, Piper Mackenzie, from a fire, she claimed 
him with a kiss. That was five months ago, and Col-
by still isn't sure where they're headed. Piper loves 
her town--but does she love Colby? And is he even 
ready for what comes next? Pecos Smith, Honey 
Creek's emergency dispatcher, is grateful to have a 
new bride he adores and a baby on the way--even if 
one vital piece of the puzzle is missing. But as trou-
ble comes stalking through the valley, lives will cross 
surprising paths. And Marcie, who's always felt that 
a forever love was out of reach, might discover that 
Someday is the perfect place to find it.. 

A PLACE TO BELONG $15.95 REISSUE 
RAEANNE THAYNE 
A second chance at finding home … A Cold Creek 
Homecoming by author RaeAnne Thayne: When 
Quinn Southerland discovers his foster mom's hos-
pice nurse is Tess Claybourne, he's surprised--and 
not in a good way! He still hasn't forgiven the former 
high school queen bee for how she treated him. But 
recently widowed Tess has learned a lot about life--
and herself. And Quinn starts to wonder if he could 
be wrong about her. Is there room in his damaged 
heart for forgiveness...or love? FREE BONUS STO-
RY: Coming Home to Crimson by Michelle Major: 
Escaping from a cheating fiancé in a ""borrowed"" 
car, Sienna Pierce can't think of anywhere to go but 
Crimson, the hometown she swore she'd never go 
back to. And Crimson sheriff Cole Bennett has a lot 
at stake in keeping the town on an even keel. On the 
surface, they have nothing in common. But there's 
nothing superficial about their feelings for each oth-
er!. 

SEASIDE SPRINGTIME $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
DEBBIE MACOMBER 
For All My Tomorrows: Lynn Danfort had always 
counted on the cop she loved, but then her husband 
was killed in the line of duty, leaving Lynn a widow 
and a single mom. Now, three years later, Ryder 
Matthews, her husband's partner and best friend, is 
back in town--and he seems interested in having a 
place in Lynn's life. The truth is, Ryder's in love with 
her. She's just not sure if she's ready to love him. 
Yours and Mine: Marriage is an experience that 
single mom Joanna Parsons doesn't plan to repeat, 
no matter what her daughter thinks. Tanner Lund 
feels the same way. Like Joanna, he got divorced  
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after a short, disastrous marriage, and he's raising 
his daughter alone. But the girls have other plans in 
mind--and it involves the best friends becoming sis-
ters. Both Tanner and Joanna are determined to 
avoid marriage, yet there's no resisting their growing 
attraction.. 

SUNSET ON MOONLIGHT BEACH BK#5 $16.95 
SHEILA ROBERTS  
Moonlight Harbor series. Bk#1 Welcome to Moon-
light Harbor. Jenna Jones has been standing on the 
shore of the Sea of Love for too long. Even with two 
good men interested in her, she's been afraid to 
wade in. According to her best friend, Courtney, she 
should. The water's fine. Life is great! Practically 
perfect, if you don't count Courtney's problems with 
her cranky ex-boss. Maybe Courtney's right. It's time 
to dive in. When tragedy strikes, everything changes 
and Jenna's more confused than ever. But this fresh 
heartache might help her figure out at last who she 
can turn to when times get tough. 

A WEDDING ON LILAC LANE BK#4 $15.95  
HOPE RAMSAY 
Moonlight Bay series. Bk#1 The Cottage on Rose 
Lane. A long, hot summer with her secret crush … 
What could possibly go wrong? Nissa Lang knows 
Desmond Stilling is out of her league. He's a CEO, 
she's a teacher. He's gorgeous, she's...not. So when 
her house-sitting gig falls through and Desmond 
offers her a place to stay for the summer, she vows 
not to reveal how she's felt about him since their first
--and only--kiss. Desmond should've known better 
than to bring temptation into his house. He decided 
long ago that his best friend's sister was too sweet, 
too good, for him. She deserves a guy who can give 
his heart. For her sake, he's stayed away. But as her 
laughter breathes life into his lonely mansion, he's 
not sure how long he'll be able to resist. 

COMING IN JUNE: 
Beach Read—Emily Henry 

Breaking His Rules—Lori Foster 

Cornish Cream Tea Wedding— 

Cressida McLaughlin 

Cowboy Fire—Kim Redford 

Crazy About a Cowboy—Dylann Crush 

Dream Spinner—Kristen Ashley 

Herons Landing—JoAnn Ross 

Make Me Burn—Marie Harte 

Match Made in Paradise—Barbara Dunlop 

Once Upon a Puppy—Lizzie Shane 

MYSTERY & SUSPENSE 

AFTER ANNA $15.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
LISA SCOTTOLINE 
Nobody cuts deeper than family… Dr. Noah Alder-
man, a widower and single father, has remarried a 
wonderful woman, Maggie Ippolitti, and for the first 
time in a long time, he and his young son are happy. 
Despite her longing for the daughter she hasn't seen 
since she was a baby, Maggie is happy, too, and 
she's even more overjoyed when she unexpectedly 
gets another chance to be a mother to the child she 
thought she'd lost forever, her only daughter Anna. 
Maggie and Noah know that having Anna around will 
change their lives, but they would never have 
guessed that everything would go wrong, and so 
quickly. Anna turns out to be a gorgeous seventeen-
year-old who balks at living under their rules, though 
Maggie, ecstatic to have her daughter back, ignores 
the red flags that hint at the trouble brewing in a 
once-perfect marriage and home. Events take a 
heartbreaking turn when Anna is murdered and No-
ah is accused and tried for the heinous crime. Mag-
gie must face not only the devastation of losing her 
daughter, but the realization that Anna's murder may 
have been at the hands of a husband she loves. In 
the wake of this tragedy, new information drives 
Maggie to search for the truth, leading her to discov-
er something darker than she could have ever imag-
ined. 

COLD CASE FLASHBACKS BK#4 $12.95  
JANICE KAY JOHNSON  
Unsolved Mystery series. Bk#1 Cold Case Colora-
do (by Cassie Miles). Can he help her remember a 
decades-old crime … And escape a killer deter-
mined to keep her silent? Twenty-five years after 
witnessing the murder of her mother, Gabriella Ortiz 
returns home to face the past she's repressed since 
childhood. Detective Jack Cowan is obsessed with 
solving the cold case and catching the killer who 
shattered her family--and his. As Gabby's buried 
memories start to surface, can Jack shield her from 
a faceless killer who is intent on destroying the fu-
ture they're hoping to build? 

FURBIDDEN FATALITY BK#1 $14.95  
DEBORAH BLAKE 
Catskills Pet Rescue Mystery. A lottery winner 
uses her good fortune to save a local pet sanctuary, 
but when a body is discovered on the property, she 
just might be in the doghouse … Kari Stuart's life is 
going nowhere--until she unexpectedly wins the lot-
tery. The twenty-nine-year-old instant multimillion-
aire is still mulling plans for her winnings when res-
cuing a bossy black kitten leads her to a semi-
abandoned animal shelter. They need the cash--Kari 
needs a purpose. But the dilapidated rescue is liter-
ally going to the dogs with a pending lawsuit, hard to 
adopt animals, and too much unwanted attention 
from the town's dog warden. When the warden turns 
up dead outside the shelter's dog kennels, Kari finds 
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herself up a creek without a pooper-scooper. With the 
help of some dedicated volunteers, a cute vet, and a 
kitten who mysteriously shows up just when she 
needs it, Kari must prove her innocence all while try-
ing to save a dog on death row. Now she just needs 
to hope that her string of unexpected luck isn't about 
to run out. 

GONE TOO FAR BK#2 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
DEBRA WEBB  
Devlin & Falco series. Bk#1 Trust No One. As veter-
an detectives of the Birmingham Police Department, 
Kerri Devlin and Luke Falco have seen it all. So when 
the city's new hotshot deputy district attorney turns up 
dead as part of a double homicide, the partners im-
mediately get to work. But this is no ordinary case. 
Devlin and Falco quickly link the murdered DDA to 
one of their own: former BPD detective Sadie Cross. 
But Sadie's fractured memory is yet another puzzle to 
decipher, as she only recalls bits and pieces of her 
violent past...a past that may hold clues to the motive 
behind the murders. As the group slowly begins to 
unearth the truth, they soon discover that the more 
secrets are revealed, the more fatal the consequenc-
es. 

HEARTBREAK BAY BK#5 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
RACHEL CAINE  
Stillhouse Lake series. Bk#1 Stillhouse Lake 
They're hunting a killer so silent, so invisible, that his 
unspeakable crimes are the only proof he exists. A 
car submerged in a remote pond. The bodies of two 
girls strapped into their seats. The mystery of their 
mother, vanished without a trace, leads Gwen Proc-
tor and Kezia Claremont into dangerous territory. On 
the surface, Gwen's life is good--two children ap-
proaching adulthood, a committed partner, and a 
harrowing past dead and gone. But that past is at-
tracting the attention of someone invisible...and un-
stoppable. Trouble's just beginning. So is the body 
count in this backwoods Tennessee town. As threats 
mount and Gwen's hunted by an enemy who pulls all 
the strings, Kezia has her back. But working to solve 
these vicious and unreasonable crimes will expose 
them both to a killer they can't for the life of them see 
coming. 

 

 

 

HEEDLESS BK#4 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SHANNON MCKENNA  
Hellbound Brotherhood series. Bk#1 Hellion. 
Whatever it takes to protect her...Security expert 
Nate Murphy came to Shaw's Crossing to kick ass 
and help the Trask brothers fight off their enemies. 
He didn't expect to get knocked off his feet by the 
elusive, gorgeous Elisa, the mysterious woman who 

works in Demi's restaurant. Elisa's holding something 
back...something big. Nate's a Marine and ex-
bouncer whose specialty is breaking heads...but the 
fear in Elisa's eyes makes him want to crush whoever 
put it there. If only she would tell him the truth... 
Secrets and lies… Elisa Rinaldi is on the run from a 
killer. She doesn't dare expose him because he's 
holding her little brother captive. Hiding in the moun-
tain town of Shaw's Crossing had seemed like a good 
idea at the time, but getting attached to the people 
there was not...particularly the hard-eyed, hard-
bodied Nate Murphy. Because her new friends have 
big troubles of their own, and their trouble makes a 
lot of noise. Things have gotten messy in this town, 
with cops and media coverage everywhere. If she 
shows up on TV or online, she's dead...and so is her 
beloved brother. Elisa has to leave Shaw's Crossing-
after a parting gift to herself. One unforgettable night 
with Nate, and she'll do the right thing...even if it 
breaks her. The passion between them leaves Nate 
gasping for breath. Then Elisa vanishes. Nate can't 
rest until he finds her. He means to solve her problem 
once and for all...by any means necessary. Elisa will 
risk everything to protect the man she loves, but Nate 
just won't back down. Now danger is coming from all 
sides, while her mortal enemy is playing a game of 
cat and mouse... 

HUSH LITTLE GIRL BK#11 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LISA REGAN  
Detective Josie Quinn series. Bk#1 Vanishing Girls. 
Dressed in pyjamas covered with stars, the little girl's 
body is perfectly still, her arms folded neatly over her 
chest. The wildflowers decorating her hair scatter 
across the grass in the sharp breeze. Her lips are 
parted slightly, as if to whisper goodnight for the very 
last time… When twelve-year-old Holly Mitchell's 
fragile little body is found on the steps of a mountain-
side church in the small town of Denton, a doll made 
from pine cones clasped tightly to her chest, Detec-
tive Josie Quinn rushes to attend the scene. She 
knows this little girl's angelic face, her mother had 
offered Josie help when she'd needed it most. 
Searching the girl's house, Josie is devastated to find 
that Holly's mother is dead too, and her little sister is 
missing. But why has this family home been stripped 
of all sharp objects? Re-tracing her steps, Josie final-
ly finds a secret hiding place with Holly's sister inside, 
terrified, but alive. Moments later, another doll made 
of twigs turns up. Certain the killer is close by, Josie 
holds the little girl tight and tries to coax answers 
from her, but it's clear the pile of burnt photographs 
and letters found in the greenhouse is her only lead. 
No one is safe until Josie can figure out the danger-
ous secret that has escaped this remote family home. 
Just when Josie is finally closing in on the killer, the 
unthinkable happens, a tragedy that shakes her to 
her very core. And on the windshield of her car: a 
third wooden doll. Could stopping this twisted mon-
ster from taking more innocent lives come at the ulti-
mate price for Josie? 
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INNOCENT HOSTAGE BK#4 $12.95  
JUNO RUSHDAN 
Hard Core Justice series. They'll do anything to 
save their son's life .. Even work together. Their mar-
riage is nearly over. But then Deputy US Marshal 
Allison Chen-Boyd and FBI hostage negotiator Henry 
Boyd learn their eight-year-old son has been kid-
napped. They'll work together--temporarily, of course
--to capture the dangerous cartel hell-bent on venge-
ance. But as danger mounts and bombs lurk around 
every corner, they'll have to learn to trust each other 
again to save their embattled family. 

KILLER CONSPIRACY BK#3 $12.95  
LENA DIAZ  
Justice Seekers series.  Bk#1 Cowboy Under Fire. 
To rescue the son he never knew, He'll protect the 
woman he can't forget. Six years ago, First Daughter 
Harper Manning destroyed Gage Bishop's Secret 
Service career. Now his beautiful charge is back with 
shocking news: their baby lived and is being held 
hostage. Gage vows to find and pro-
tect the child, even as Harper threat-
ens his professional restraint. As they 
peel back the layers to get to the 
truth, can they also uncover why their 
baby's life became such a gut-
wrenching conspiracy? 

THE LAST BREATH $16.95 REISSUE  
KIMBERLY BELLE  
Humanitarian aid worker Gia Andrews chases disas-
ters around the globe for a living. It's the perfect life-
style to keep her far away from her own dark past. 
Sixteen years ago, Gia's father was imprisoned for 
brutally killing her stepmother. Now that he's back 
home and dying of cancer, Gia must care for him and 
reluctantly resumes the role of daughter to the town's 
most infamous murderer. Gia's old wounds are 
ripped open as protesters show up on the lawn and 
death threats are hurled at her, turning her own per-
sonal tragedy, once again, into front-page news. As 
the past unravels before her, Gia finds herself torn 
between the stories that family, friends, and even her 
long-departed stepmother have believed to be real 
all these years. But in the end, the truth--and all the 
lies that came before--may have deadlier conse-
quences than she could have ever anticipated.... 

THE LOOK-ALIKE $14.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
ERICA SPINDLER  
Sienna Scott grew up in the dark shadow of her 
mother's paranoid delusions. Now, Sienna's returned 
home to confront her past and the unsolved murder 
that altered the course of her life. In her mother's 
shuttered house, a fear that's always haunted Sienna 
rears its ugly head yet again: maybe it was she who 
had been the killer's target that night? And now, with 
it, a terrifying new realization that the killer is still out 
there...and intends to take care of his unfinished 
business once and for all. But appearances often 

lie… As the walls close in, the line between memory 
and truth begins to blur. Has Sienna's worst night-
mare come true? Or is she, like her mother, losing 
her grip on reality? These questions take on a whole 
new meaning as Sienna tries to unmask a killer and 
finally prove that she may be her mother's look-alike, 
but she's not her clone. . .before it's too late. 

MURDER ONCE REMOVED BK#1 $14.95  
SC PERKINS  
Ancestry Detective series. Except for a good taco, 
genealogist Lucy Lancaster loves nothing more than 
tracking down her clients' long-dead ancestors, and 
her job has never been so exciting as when she dis-
covers a daguerreotype photograph and a journal 
proving Austin, Texas, billionaire Gus Halloran's 
great-great-grandfather was murdered back in 1849. 
What's more, Lucy is able to tell Gus who was re-
sponsible for his ancestor's death. Partly, at least. 
Using clues from the journal, Lucy narrows the sus-
pects down to two nineteenth-century Texans, one of 
whom is the ancestor of present-day U.S. senator 
Daniel Applewhite. But when Gus publicly outs the 
senator as the descendant of a murderer--with the 
accidental help of Lucy herself--and her former co-
worker is murdered protecting the daguerreotype, 
Lucy will find that shaking the branches of some fam-
ily trees proves them to be more twisted and danger-
ous than she ever thought possible. 

THE POET BK#1 $16.95 
LISA RENEE JONES 
Samantha Jazz series. Some call him friend or 
boss. Some call him husband or dad. Some call him 
son, even a favorite son. But the only title that mat-
ters to him is the one the media has given him: The 
Poet. A name he earned from the written words he 
leaves behind after he kills, that are as dark and 
mysterious as the reason he chooses his victims. 
One word, two, three, a story in a poem, a secret that 
only Detective Samantha Jazz can solve. Because 
he's writing this story for her. She just doesn't know it 
yet. 

QUINN BK#13 $16.95 REISSUE 
IRIS JOHANSEN 
Eve Duncan series. Bk#1 The Face of Deception. 
As a former Navy SEAL turned cop, Joe Quinn has 
seen the face of evil. When he first met Eve, he nev-
er expected to fall in love with a woman whose life 
would be defined by her dual desires to bring home 
her missing daughter and discover the truth behind 
her disappearance--no matter how devastating. With 
the help of CIA agent Catherine Ling, Quinn makes a 
discovery that sheds new light on young Bonnie's 
abduction and puts him squarely in the crosshairs of 
danger. Eve's first love, John Gallo, a soldier suppos-
edly killed in the line of duty, is very much alive--and 
very much a threat. Now, as their search takes them 
deeper into a web of murder and madness, Joe and 
Eve must confront their most primal fears...and test 
their resolve to uncover the ultimate bone-chilling 
truth. 



THE SECRET SHE KEPT BK#1 $12.95 
RITA HERRON  
Badge of Courage series. . A disturbed fellow stu-
dent made Kate McKendrick's high school a hunting 
ground. Now, as Briar Ridge High's new principal, 
she's struggling to help the divided town--and herself
--heal. But a vengeful individual won't stop until Kate 
is dead. As Kate and former bad boy Riggs Benford 
uncover the secrets of that day, their irresistible at-
traction could turn their future to ashes... 

UNDER CURRENT BK#1 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KAYLEA CROSS 
Kill Devil Hills series. After the worst two years of 
her life, Aspen Savich has just moved across the 
country to the Outer Banks, looking to start over and 
leave her painful past behind. But it follows her any-
way, bringing consequences she never could have 
imagined. Someone is watching her. Targeting her-
and they don't care who gets in the way. She has no 
one to turn to except the sexy local mechanic who 
has found a way past all her defenses, never dream-
ing the kind of danger they're up against. Tragedy 
made Coast Guard vet Bowie Davenport withdraw 
from the world around him. Being alone is something 
he made peace with long ago-until the sexiest wom-
an he's ever seen pulls up to his garage in a little red 
Woody asking for help. There's no way he can say 
no, even with his unwanted attraction to her. And 
when the unthinkable happens, he won't hesitate to 
stand between her and the deranged enemy bent on 
taking her life. 

WHISPER ISLAND $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
CARISSA ANN LYNCH  
It was the perfect escape … Until one by one they 
vanished… For friends Riley, Sam, Mia and Scarlett, 
their trip to Whisper Island, Alaska, was meant to be 
a once in a lifetime adventure - just four young wom-
en, with everything to live for… But as soon as they 
arrive things start to go wrong. First there is the un-
expected arrival of Sammy's drug addict brother and 
his girlfriend Opal - why are they here? And then the 
deaths begin. As the dream trip quickly turns into a 
nightmare, suspicion is high. Are they really alone on 
the island? Or is there a killer hiding in the shadows? 
And as each of the girls reveals a dark secret of their 
own, perhaps the truth is the killer is closer than they 
think...just a whisper away... 

COMING IN JUNE: 
Shielding Devyn—Susan Stoker 
Outsider—Linda Castillo 
Murder with Clotted Cream—Karen Rose Smith 
Cold Cruel Kiss—Toni Anderson 
Lineage Most Lethal—SC Perkins 
Bullet—Iris Johansen (h/cover) 

PARANORMAL & FANTASY 

AMERICAN DEMON BK#14 $14.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
KIM HARRISON  
Rachel Morgan/Hollows series. Bk#1 Dead Witch 
Walking. Rachel Morgan is back—and the hollows 
will never be the same … What happens after you've 
saved the world? Well, if you're Rachel Mariana Mor-
gan, witch-born demon, you quickly discover that 
something might have gone just a little bit wrong. 
That the very same acts you and your friends took to 
forge new powers may have released something 
bound by the old. With a rash of zombies, some 
strange new murders, and an exceedingly mysteri-
ous new demon in town, it will take everything Ra-
chel has to counter this new threat to the world--and 
it may demand the sacrifice of what she holds most 
dear. 

CURSED LUCK BK#1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KELLEY ARMSTRONG  
Cursed Luck series. Kennedy Bennett comes from 
a long line of curse weavers. For centuries, her fami-
ly has plied their trade in Unstable, Massachusetts, 
an unconventional small town that's welcomed para-
normal practitioners since the dawn of spiritualism. 
Kennedy has recently struck out on her own, open-
ing an antiques shop in Boston, where her speciality 
is uncursing and reselling hexed objects. Then Aiden 
Connolly walks into her life with an offer she really 
should refuse. The scion of a wealthy family of luck 
workers, Aiden has a scheme to get his hands on 
the most famous cursed object of all: the mythical 
Necklace of Harmonia. He's not the only one after 
the necklace, though. And he's not the only one 
looking for a curse weaver to fix it. Kennedy's sisters 
are kidnapped, and she finds herself plunged into 
the underbelly of the magical world where even Aid-
en is in over his head. 

A DUKE IN WOLF’S CLOTHING BK#1 $15.95  
SUSANNA ALLEN  
Shapeshifters of the Beau Monde series. A Duke 
in want of a wife… Alfred Blakesley, Duke of Lowell, 
has long been an enigma. No one dares to give a 
man of his status the cut direct, but there's simply 
something not quite right about him. What would the 
society ladies say if they learned the truth--that the 
Duke of Lowell is a wolf shifter and the leader of a 
pack facing extinction if he doesn't find his true love? 
So now he's on the hunt...for a wife … Felicity Tem-
pleton has a goal of her own: to remain unwed until 
her twenty-fifth birthday, when she will inherit a sig-
nificant fortune. But that all changes when she 
meets Alfred, the dashing duke who's determined to 
have her for his very own… 
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PARANORMAL & FANTASY 

FATE OF STORMS BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MEREDITH WILD, ANGEL PAYNE 
Blood of Zeus series. Bk#1 Blood of Zeus. A sto-
len destiny. An impossible quest. Kara Valari has 
broken one of the underworld's highest laws and is 
serving the ultimate sentence. But nothing--not even 
the impossible quest of breaching the boundaries of 
hell and facing off with Hades himself--will keep Max-
imus Kane from rescuing her. The journey will de-
mand all of Maximus's courage...and help from an 
unlikely guide. Driven by love, he sets off into a dark 
realm he only knows from the tattered pages of Dan-
te's Comedy. In hell's bleak world, every part of 
Kara's soul is subjected to Hades's morbid fascina-
tion and merciless assault. Giving in to his demands 
means sharing the intimate details of why she dared 
to disobey him--a love for Maximus that, even now, 
burns on in her heart. Just when Kara resolves her-
self to an eternity of her nightmare, she discovers a 
glimmer of hope...a way to glimpse her beloved. 
Could her visions of Maximus unite them once more, 
or are they just another twisted punishment for her in 
a kingdom designed for agony? In those fleeting 
moments of light and passion, Kara rekindles her 
fight to survive. Darkness may still separate her from 
Maximus, but they're connected by fate. But can 
their love survive this storm? 

LOVER UNVEILED BK#19 $35.95 HARDCOVER  
JR WARD  
Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Bk#1 Dark Lov-
er.  Meet Sahvage: a powerful MMA fighter with a 
buried secret that could change the world of Caldwell 
forever... Sahvage has been living under the radar 
for centuries-and he has every intention of staying 
'dead and buried.' But when a civilian female sucks 
him into her dangerous battle with an evil as ancient 
as time, his protective side overrides his common 
sense. Mae has lost everything, and desperation 
sets her on a collision course with fate. Determined 
to reverse a tragedy, she goes where mortals should 
fear to tread- and comes face to face with the Broth-
erhood's new enemy. She also discovers a love she 
never expected to find with Sahvage, but there can 
be no future for them. Knowing they will part, the two 
band together to fight against what Mae unknowingly 
unleashed- as the Brotherhood closes in to reclaim 
one of their damned, and the evil vows to destroy 
them all... 

MEANT TO BE IMMORTAL BK#32 $14.95 
LYNSAY SANDS  
Argeneau series. Bk#1 A Quick Bite. Mac Argeneau 
knows all too well: immortals can be killed. Not with 
holy water or silver crosses, but by decapitation or 
being set on fire. So when Mac's house bursts into 
flames--with him inside--he's sure it was no accident. 
But who would want to kill a scientist specializing in 
hematology? There is a silver lining: a blonde investi-

gator appears on the scene and sparks feelings in 
him that have been dormant for centuries. CJ Cum-
mings is in town on a special investigation, but she's 
been waylaid by the local police to deal with this ar-
son case. The biggest mystery is how this sexy sci-
entist with silvery blue eyes has emerged from a 
blazing inferno without a burn mark on him. He's 
clearly hiding something. Sure, she'd love to see him 
without his lab coat, but she's got a job to do--
despite his insistence that he needs a bodyguard 
and...he wants her. But when a second attempt on 
their lives puts CJ in harm's way, it's Mac who will do 
anything to safeguard the woman who's destined to 
be his life mate. 

THE NIGHTBORN BK#2 $15.95  
ISABEL COOPER  
Stormbringer series. Bk#1 The Stormbringer. As 
the Traitor God's army grows and war looms ever-
closer, Sentinel Branwyn arrives in the gleaming city-
state of Heliodar to ask its High Council for aid. Its 
youngest member, Zelen Varengir, is sympathetic to 
her cause, but his hands are tied by his powerful 
family--and when they demand he spy upon the 
beautiful warrior, there is little he can do but obey. 
But something stronger than blood draws Zelen and 
Branwyn together, and when Branwyn is framed for 
the murder of the High Lord himself, the unlikely duo 
must learn to trust each other if they want to discover 
the deep secrets hidden in the heart of the city, un-
cover the real enemies moving against them, and 
embrace the attraction neither can deny...all while 
facing down the return of the greatest threat the 
world has ever known. 

SHADOWED STEEL BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
CHLOE NEILL  
Heirs of Chicagoland series. Bk#1 Wild Hunger. 
The vampires in Elisa Sullivan's world are out for 
blood. Elisa Sullivan is the only vampire ever born, 
and she bears a heavy legacy. After a sojourn with 
the North American Central Pack of shifters in the 
wilderness--where she turned a young woman into a 
vampire to save her life--Elisa returns to Chicago. 
But no good deed goes unpunished. The ruling body 
of vampires, the Assembly of American Masters, is 
furious that Elisa turned someone without their per-
mission, and they want her punished. When an AAM 
vampire is found dead, Elisa is the prime suspect. 
Someone else is stalking Chicago--and Elisa. She'll 
need to keep a clear head, and a sharp blade, to 
survive all the supernatural strife. 

TAKEN BY THE BEAST BK#1 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KRESSLEY & HAMILTON 
(286 PAGES) 
The Conduit series. When I took this job at New 
Haven's first ever Night Club, it was just to try to get 
on my own two feet. I hadn't expected to fall for my 
boss. Now, I can't seem to stay away, despite all the 
warning signs he's hiding something from me. It's not 
until I find a missing girl chained up in his home that I 
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realize he's a beast. And by then, it's too late. Magic 
is real, and I'm really in trouble. My boss might chain 
me up next, and I think I'd like it. This hot alpha male 
shifter is sure to be your new favorite book boyfriend 
in this scorching hot beauty and the beast retelling!  

THE WARLORD BK#1 $33.95 HARDCOVER  
GENA SHOWALTER 
Rise of the Warlords series. For centuries, Taliyah 
Skyhawk has prepared to become Harpy General, 
leader of the deadliest female army in existence. One 
of the requirements? Remain a virgin. But, for a 
chance to save her people, she must wed the fearless 
leader of the Astra Planeta, Alaroc Phaethon. The 
time has come for Roc to sacrifice another virgin bride 
to his god. There has never been a woman alluring 
enough to tempt him from his path. No warrioress 
powerful enough to overcome his incredible strength. 
No enchantress desirable enough to make him burn 
beyond reason. Until now. With the clock ticking, war 
between husband and wife ignites. Except Taliyah 
never expected the merciless king to challenge the 
future she once envisioned. She certainly never antic-
ipated the thrill of their battles turning into games... 
The problem is, only one spouse can survive. 

WEREWOLVES OF LONDON BK#3 $21.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
ANGIE FOX (272 PAGES) 
Immortal series. Bk#1 The Monster Mash. A cease-
fire in flames. A dragon on the loose. And wouldn't 
you know it? Guy trouble. Getting drafted into a para-
normal MASH unit during a war between the gods 
was life-changing to say the least. And it hasn't left 
me with much of a personal life. Case in point: decid-
ing what to buy Medusa for her baby shower should 
have been my only "me time" task for the week. But 
when my hot-as-Hades ex-boyfriend storms back into 
my life dragging a wounded, half-mad dragon shifter, 
things get complicated. The dragon may be the key to 
ending the war-if I can heal her and keep her hidden. 
To do it, I'll need the help of both my current guy and 
my ex-because nothing says love like a covert opera-
tion. But I can't just let her die or fall into enemy 
hands. Even if keeping a lid on her secret might force 
me to reveal mine. Either way, there's no going back. 
This time, I have no choice but to change the world-or 
die trying. 

COMING IN JUNE:  
Darkness Betrayed—Alexandra Ivy 

Shadow Storm—Christine Feehan 

Million Dollar Demon—Kim Harrison 

Undercover Wolf—Paige Tyler 

Entrancing the Earl—Patricia Rice 

The Wolf Wore Plaid—Terry Spear 

EROTIC & ROMANTICA 

THE BRIT $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JODI ELLEN MALPAS  
Pleasure has never been so deadly … Rose Cassidy 
doesn't truly live; she just exists. Numbing herself to 
fear and pain is the only way she can survive in this 
cruel world. So when she's taken as collateral by the 
notorious Danny Black in a deadly game of power, 
she's thrown by the deep fear she feels rising within 
her. And, worse than fear, a profound desire. She's 
heard tales of The Brit. He's callous. Coldblooded. But 
no one ever said he was wickedly beautiful and darkly 
captivating. He sees past her mask, giving her a cruel 
sense of hope. But she must fight their twisted attrac-
tion or risk losing the one thing she survives for. 
When Danny Black took an enemy's beautiful lover as 
security, he never anticipated the repercussions. Or 
the warped attraction they would share. Rose Cassidy 
pushes Danny to the brink of madness with her im-
penetrable façade and savage allure. He has to re-
mind himself that she's bait. A solution to a problem. 
Yet she evokes powerful feelings in Danny, and feel-
ings are risky when you're wanted dead by endless 
enemies. The most dangerous game is about to be 
played. But can either of them win? 

THE MISTRESS FILES $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TIFFANY REISZ  
Kingsley Edge, the 8th Circle's King of Kink, has in-
structed his top dominatrix to write down some "best 
practices" that he can share with the club's other pro-
fessional Dominants. Mistress Nora-who also moon-
lights as an erotic romance writer-turns his request 
into a series of sexy shorts For His Eyes Only. The 
Mistress Files collects five of Mistress Nora's favorite 
client stories from Kingsley's files, from a rock star 
with a secret to a male "switch" with an itch for more 
than just pain.  

SEDUCING MY GUARDIAN BK#4 $19.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
KATEE ROBERT (156 PAGES)  
Touch of Taboo series. Bk#1 Your Dad Will Do. On 
the night my parents die, I meet a sexy stranger who 
tells me he's my new guardian. Before I can as much 
as blink, he ships me off to boarding school and then 
ignores me for three years...until he shows up on my 
nineteenth birthday to save me from myself.For six 
years, that's his routine. Show up on my birthday. 
Save me. Tempt me. And then send me on my way 
when the chemistry between us sizzles too hot.That 
all ends tonight. I'm twenty-five and at midnight I get 
control of my trust fund. After this, I never have to see 
Devan again and he'll no longer drive me crazy with 
his devastating dominance. This year, all I want for 
my birthday is twenty-four hours with my guardian. 
After nine years of taboo desires and built-up lust, I 
have a lot of unfulfilled fantasies to act out. 
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EROTIC & ROMANTICA 

SUBMISSION IMPOSSIBLE BK#1 $26.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
LEXI BLAKE  
Masters & Mercenaries: Reloaded series. Greg 
Hutchins is reluctantly adulting these days. He's set-
tled in his job, recently bought his first house, and 
has a network of friends he can call family. But 
there's something missing in his life, and he can't 
quite put his finger on it. When he's assigned to a 
case that involves investigating a biochemical com-
pany, he meets a woman who's sweeter than any 
candy. Maybe she's just the thing to make him feel 
complete. Noelle LaVigne has faced plenty of tragedy 
in her life, but she's on the right path now. Between 
her new job and settling into a new city, she's got no 
time for dating or relationships. She's worked hard to 
get where she is, and no man is going to push her off 
track. Except the minute Hutch crosses her path she 
can't seem to think about anything but the handsome 
security expert. He's there to find a corporate spy, 
but late-night work sessions make her think they've 
both found something much more meaningful. When 
the case becomes dangerous,  they will have to learn 
to trust in each other if they hope to survive. 

WICKED AS LIES BK#3 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SHAYLA BLACK  
Wicked & Devoted series. Bk#1 Wicked As Sin. 
Chase "Zyron" Garrett left a bloody stint with Uncle 
Sam for the personal security business. His employ-
ment agreement forbids hook-ups with co-workers, 
which isn't a problem-until Tessa Lawrence, the of-
fice secretary and single mom, is harassed by her 
vengeful ex-boyfriend. Zy is assigned to protect her, 
but the moment he meets the gorgeous blonde, 
those contractual restrictions tighten around him like 
a noose. Tessa Lawrence is alone in the world … 
except for her newborn baby, and she's determined 
to survive without a man. Then Zy walks through her 
door. Fiercely protective yet tender, he's everything 
she wants in a man, lover, and father for her daugh-
ter. But he's totally off-limits. If she falls, she'll be 
fired. When a teammate is captured and the enemy 
predicts their every move, it's clear they've got a 
mole. The bosses task Zy with discovering their trai-
tor, and all clues point to the woman he's fast falling 
for. Will their love be the greatest casualty of all? 

COMING IN JUNE: 
My Cruel Salvation—J Kenner 
Neon Gods—Katee Robert 
Rival—Kendall Ryan 
Wicked and True—Shayla Black 
Last Good Knight—Tiffany Reisz 

 

BARGAIN BASEMENT 

ANGEL BETRAYED BK#2 $3.95  
CYNTHIA EDEN (PARANORMAL) 
The Fallen series. Sammael--call him Sam--was an 
angel once. An angel of Death. But the dispassion-
ate, watch-from-above thing just wasn't working for 
him when it meant watching evil torture innocent 
souls day in and day out. It might have cost him his 
wings, but these days he gets to apply the direct 
method on the bad guys. Problem is, what's making 
his life difficult is a bad girl. . . Seline O'Shaw needs 
protection, and with the hounds of hell on her tail, 
she's not going to quibble too hard about where she 
gets it. Sam's virtue is questionable, but he's smoking 
hot, massively powerful, and owes her a favor. So 
what if she's getting a little case of angel lust? There 
are some damn deadly sins after her hide. . . 

BABY, IT'S YOU BK#2 $3.95  
JANE GRAVES (CONTEMPORARY)  
Rainbow Valley series. With only the wedding dress 
on her back and her honeymoon luggage in the car, 
Kari Worthington is running away. Determined to put 
her controlling father, her rigidly structured life, and 
the uptight groom she left at the altar in her rearview 
mirror, she escapes to the Texas Hill country . . . and 
lands on a tall, dark, and gorgeous winery owner's 
doorstep. All she needs is a job and a place to live 
until she can get back on her feet. So why is she 
fantasizing about losing herself in his powerful arms? 
For Marc Cordero, freedom is so close he can taste 
it. He's devoted his life to managing the family busi-
ness and being a single dad. Now with his daughter 
away at college and his brother taking over the win-
ery, Marc is ready to hop on his Harley for parts un-
known-until a runaway bride bursts onto the scene. 
Free-spirited and tantalizingly sexy, Kari excites him 
like no other woman has before. But when irresistible 
passion turns into something more, will Marc give up 
his future to take a chance on love? (Bk#1 also 
available at same price) 

BLAME IT ON THE COWBOY BK#3 $3.95  
DELORES FOSSEN (CONTEMPORARY) 
McCord Brothers series. Every cowboy has a wild 
side--all it takes is the right woman to unleash it... All 
of Logan McCord's carefully laid plans erupt the day 
he walks in on his would-be fiancée getting...well, not 
so carefully laid. Tonight, just once, Logan is acting 
on instinct. And that instinct is telling him to say 
"Happy to oblige" to the cute stranger looking for a no
-strings fling with a Texas cowboy. When chef Reese 
Stephens made her bucket list, she mistakenly 
thought she had weeks to live. Not that she regrets 
her one-night-stand with the gorgeous rancher. But 
she does regret leaving an heirloom watch as a part-
ing gift. Tracking Logan down is easy. Walking away 
again is another matter. Because Reese's crazy past 
and Logan's battered heart are no match for the kind 
of chemistry that could turn one night into the start of 
a passionate lifetime. 



 

CATCH A FALLING STAR $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ALLYSON JAMES (SCIENCE FICTION) 
Torrid Tarot series. Lea crash-lands her shot-up 
scout ship on Pamaar-a planet that shouldn't be there. 
She finds an exotic world with no technology, ruled by 
a gorgeous man with white-blond hair, dark eyes and 
a beautiful tattoo of a lion across his back. Thane is 
fascinated by the lady who fell from the sky, sure 
she's part of the prophecy that will restore his power 
and heal his people. His lover, the warrior Deon, is 
more cautious, but he likewise feels a sexual pull to 
Lea and her unusual green eyes. Lea finds herself 
quickly drawn to two men who are very much in love 
with each other, surprised when they assume she'll 
form a threesome with them. She faces a difficult 
choice-if she finds out what's wrong with the protec-
tive shield around Pamaar and restores it, she'll be 
stranded there forever. But if she escapes, she'll leave 
Thane and Deon, the two men she's coming to love, 
to certain death. 

CLAWS AND FANGS BKS#1-3 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LAURANN DOHNER (ROMANTICA) 
Claws and Fangs series. Scarred And Kilt: Matty 
has a new neighbor, and she strongly suspects the kilt
-wearing hottie is a vampire-he only goes out at night, 
has weird visitors and the blood bank is making regu-
lar deliveries. But he doesn't seem to hurt anyone, so 
"live and let live" is Matty's motto. Until she sees a guy 
armed with crosses and wooden stakes breaking into 
the neighbor's house. Matty charges to the rescue-
and ends up in Mr. Hottie's bed...and on his 
desk...and... Mine To Chase: Jasmine met the guy of 
her dreams, who unfortunately wasn't interested. 
She's spent a year filled with lustful fantasies and soul
-deep yearning for a man who doesn't want her. Now 
she's locked away in a dark hole, kidnapped by a 
madman, her life almost over. She'll never know what 
could have been, if only he'd felt the same. She was 
supposed to be his a year ago, but Chase had walked 
away to protect her from his world. He's a mixed-
breed-vampire and werewolf-and his list of enemies is 
endless. His current mission is to hunt down and kill a 
rogue vamp who's preying on humans, but what 
Chase finds changes everything. Jasmine's one of the 
victims. Instinct demands he protect her, possess her. 
He won't be denied again. This time, she's his-for 
keeps. Lacey And Lethal: Lacey hunts vampires-vile 
monsters who leave death and shattered lives in their 
wake. They murdered her sister and she wants re-
venge. Until she captures a big, sexy blue-eyed vamp, 
and the strong attraction she feels contradicts every-
thing she's become. But she can't resist getting closer. 
Just looking at him makes her mouth water and her 
thighs clench. Lethal can't believe the little lass got the 
better of him. He's been drugged and chained, but 
he's more insulted than concerned. She's bold, fear-
less, as she straddles his hips and threatens to use 
his body, teach him how it feels to be taken without 
consent. Now he's intrigued and eager to get her out 
of her clothes. She swears he's her enemy, but he's 
determined to be her lover.  

COLTER’S PROMISE BK#4 $3.95  
MAYA BANKS (ROMANTICA) 
Colter's Legacy series. When it came to overcoming 
the odds of a tragic past, Lily was determined to move 
on. The three Colter brothers helped her do it. They 
taught her new ways to love, new dreams to share, 
and offered her a new life that she never thought pos-
sible. Now is a time for celebration, and what better 
way than with a long-awaited family reunion, a home-
coming that will bring together the entire Colter family 
and a few surprises no one anticipated. But first, 
there’s something from Lily’s past she still needs to 
reconcile—even when all the while she is holding 
close to her heart a newfound secret that will change 
her future, forever enrich the Colter legacy, and make 
every promise come true 

COVER OF NIGHT $3.95 
LINDA HOWARD (SUSPENSE) 
In the charming rural town of Trail Stop, Idaho, acces-
sible to the outside world by only a single road, young 
widow Cate Nightingale lives peacefully with her four-
year-old twin boys, running a bed-and-breakfast. 
Though the overnight guests are few and far between-
-occasional hunters and lake fishermen--Cate always 
manages to make ends meet with the help of the local 
jack-of-all-trades, Calvin Harris, who can handle eve-
rything from carpentry to plumbing. But Calvin is not 
what he seems, and Cate's luck is about to run out. 
One morning, the B&B's only guest inexplicably van-
ishes, leaving behind his personal effects. A few days 
later Cate is shocked when armed men storm the 
house, demanding the mystery man's belongings. 
Fearing for her children's lives, Cate agrees to coop-
erate--until Calvin saves the day, forcing the intruders 
to scatter into the surrounding woods. The nightmare, 
however, is just beginning. Cate, Calvin, and their 
entire community find themselves cut off and alone 
with no means to call for help as the threat gathers 
intensity and first blood is drawn. With their fellow 
residents trapped and the entire town held hostage, 
Cate and Calvin have no choice but to take the fight to 
their enemies under the cover of night. While reticent 
Cal becomes a fearless protector, Cate makes the 
most daring move of her life . . . into the very heart of 
danger. 

DARKNESS HUNTS BK#4 $3.95  
KERI ARTHUR (PARANORMAL) 
Dark Angels series. Risa Jones, half-Aedh/half-
werewolf, can enter the realm between life and death. 
She can speak to the dying and the dead, and she 
can see the reapers, collectors of souls. What she can 
not yet see is the identity of a stranger murdering 
women and draining their blood. Now Risa must sum-
mon her gifts to find him, even if it means putting her 
own life in danger. But Risa needn't look far. The killer 
knows who she is. He tells her his victims are infected 
by darkness and he's fated to destroy them. Fascinat-
ed by Risa, he engages her in a sinister game: the 
chance to save the life of his next victim by decipher-
ing his series of clues. In a race against time, she  
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enlists the help of the reaper Azriel. But as an attrac-
tion between them grows, so does the fear that the 
stranger's motives are only part of a larger, more 
dangerous stratagem--one that that has lured Risa 
and Azriel into the dark. 

DAY OF THE  DRAGON BK#2 $3.95  
KATIE MACALISTER (PARANORMAL)  
Dragon Hunter series. With dragons like him, who 
needs enemies? Real scholars know that supernatu-
ral beings don't exist. But the moment I meet Archer 
Andras of the Storm Dragons, all my academic train-
ing goes out the window. Thanks to Mr. Tall, Dark, 
And Infuriating, I'm learning that I really should worry 
about those things that go bump in the night. . . and 
that dragons like Archer are 100 percent pure trou-
ble. Now I'm caught in the middle of a war. On one 
side is Archer. On the other is his twin brother. And I 
am the key to translating an ancient text that could 
bring balance-or deadly ruin-to our world. But none of 
that is as dangerous as the seriously sexy sparks 
between Archer and me. He's too tempting to be real. 
Too gorgeous to trust. And when it comes to drag-
ons, there's no smoke without deadly fire. 

DEADLY SINS BK#2 $3.95  
LORA LEIGH (SUSPENSE)  
The Callaghans series. Witnesses to a shocking 
crime, three men must face the dangers of the past 
to unlock the passion in their hearts… Logan Calla-
han has fought hard to forget what happened that 
fateful day, so long ago. But every night he tries to 
sleep, he relives the nightmare. Every time he closes 
his eyes, he sees the woman whose life he could not 
save… A newcomer in town, Skye O’Brien is a mys-
tery to Logan. Like him, she is a night owl. Like him, 
she is fighting her own demons. Like him, she hides 
a secret in her eyes—a fire that consumes him with 
every glance. Could she be the one to heal him? 
When Logan’s ex-girlfriend is brutally murdered, his 
past implicates him as suspect—and his new neigh-
bor Skye may be the only person he can turn to. To-
gether, they share an attraction that can’t be denied. 
But as he searches for the real killer, he discovers 
that Skye is tracking down a murderer too—and she 
intends to use him to do it… 

THE DESIRES OF A PERFECT LADY BK#3 $3.95  
VICTORIA ALEXANDER (HISTORICAL) 
Lost City series. A secret list of the desires of Lady 
Olivia Rathbourne: 1. Disregard convention 2. Follow 
my heart 3. Bed the Earl of Wyldewood. A decade 
ago, Olivia had expected to marry the Earl of 
Wyldewood, only to have happiness stolen from her 
before his ring could be placed upon her finger. Now 
he stands before her, as proud and arrogant and 
handsome as ever, vowing to rescue her. Well, he's 
got some nerve turning up after all these years. 
Where was he when she needed him? As for the 
earl, scandal has never touched him nor has impro-

priety ever besmirched his name. But his penchant 
for doing the expected does have his family calling 
him, well, dull. Isn't it time to flaunt society's conven-
tions and do what he's always wanted? And first on 
his list: Olivia in his bed  with or without a wedding. 

THE DIRTY SECRETS CLUB BK#1 $3.95  
MEG GARDINER (SUSPENSE) 
Jo Beckett series. An ongoing string of high-profile 
and very public murder-suicides has San Francisco 
even more rattled than a string of recent earth-
quakes: A flamboyant fashion designer burns to 
death, clutching the body of his murdered lover. A 
superstar 49er jumps off the Golden Gate Bridge. 
And most shocking of all, a U.S. attorney launches 
her BMW off a highway overpass, killing herself and 
three others. Enter forensic psychiatrist Jo Beckett, 
hired by the SFPD to cut open not the victim’s body, 
but the victim’s life. Jo’s job is to complete the psy-
chological autopsy, shedding light on the circum-
stances of any equivocal death. Soon she makes a 
shocking discovery: All the suicides belonged to 
something called the Dirty Secrets Club, a group of A
-listers with nothing but money and plenty to hide. As 
the deaths continue, Jo delves into the disturbing 
motives behind this shadowy group—until she re-
ceives a letter that contains a dark secret Jo thought 
she’d left deep in her past, a secret that ends with the 
most chilling words of all: “Welcome to the Dirty Se-
crets Club. 

THE DOLLMAKER BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
MARY BURTON (SUSPENSE) 
Forgotten Files series. Dr. Tessa McGowan had 
never seen anything quite like it. But the mutilated 
bodies on her exam table tell a stunningly macabre 
tale: someone with a twisted mind is kidnapping 
women and altering their faces to resemble real, life-
size dolls. As a forensic pathologist, it’s her job to aid 
the agent leading the case—even if that agent is her 
estranged husband. Twelve years ago an unspeaka-
ble tragedy destroyed Dakota Sharp’s world. Haunt-
ed by the ghosts of his past, he’s devoted himself to 
capturing killers. His only regret is that it cost him 
Tessa. Now, as the Dollmaker case brings them to-
gether—and raises his suspicions that he’s crossed 
paths with this deranged psychopath before—they 
may just have their second chance. But it seems 
Dakota’s not the only one who wants to make Tessa 
his own… She may be the Dollmaker’s next target, 
but Tessa has no intention of winding up as another 
toy on his shelf. Can she and Dakota stop this ghast-
ly killer before his next deadly playdate? 

DROP DEAD, GORGEOUS BK#2 $3.95  
MARYJANICE DAVIDSON (SUSPENSE) 
Gorgeous series. Fast. Powerful. Deadly. With 
bitchin' highlights. Ah, weddings--every single wom-
an's reminder that she'll probably die alone, covered 
in cat hair and dressed in unflattering sweatpants. 
And as far as bad wedding experiences go, my friend 
Stacy's could take the cake. 1) I'm dateless 2) I'm a 



 

bridesmaid, and 3) Someone just attempted to 
whack the groom in the middle of the ceremony. 
Whoa. . .hang on. Anyone who tries to ruin a girl-
friend's big day by bumping off her true love will have 
to go through me first. So now I, assistant hairdress-
er Jenny Branch, am helping to hunt down a real-life 
bad guy, and the prime suspect is Kevin Stone, who 
claims to be working undercover for a group called 
Covert Ops Protection. Riiiight. All of this is hard to 
believe--especially the way this unbelievably sexy 
villain/double agent/whatever Kevin is makes every 
(and I mean every) nerve-ending tingle the second 
he comes into view. . . 

DYING SCREAM BK#3 $3.95 
MARY BURTON (SUSPENSE)  
Richmond Novels. An aspiring artist. A high-school 
senior. A stripper. Three women who seemed to 
have nothing in common except their sudden disap-
pearance. But one man knew them all. Wealthy, 
privileged Craig Thornton even claimed to love them. 
And for that, they paid the ultimate price. When Adri-
anna Barrington receives an anniversary card from 
her husband Craig, she assumes it's a some crack-
pot's idea of a joke. After all Craig is dead. But then 
come phone calls, flowers, messages...all reminding 
her how much Craig misses her. While Adrianna 
begins to doubt her sanity, grisly remains are found 
on the Thornton estate. Detective Gage Hudson is 
convinced the bodies are linked to Craig. But the 
biggest shocks are yet to come. A psychopath has 
taken up his chilling work again, each death a prel-
ude to the moment when she is under his control at 
last. And the only way for Gage and Adrianna to stop 
him is to uncover the truth about a family's dark past-
-and a twisted love that someone will kill for again 
and again.  

FINDING PERFECT BK#3 $3.95  
SUSAN MALLERY (CONTEMPORARY) 
Fool's Gold series. When Pia O'Brian's best friend 
dies, Pia expects to inherit her cherished cat. In-
stead, the woman leaves Pia three frozen embryos. 
With a disastrous track record in the romance de-
partment and the parenting skills of a hamster, Pia 
doesn't think she's meant for motherhood. But deter-
mined to do the right thing, Pia decides to become a 
single mother. Only to meet a gorgeous, sexy hunk 
the very same day. A former foster-care kid now rich 
beyond his wildest dreams, Raoul Moreno runs a 
camp for needy children in Fool's Gold, California. 
After his last relationship, Raoul thought he was 
done with women and commitment. Still, he can't get 
sweet, sexy Pia out of his mind—and proposes a 
crazy plan. But can such an unconventional begin-
ning really result in the perfect ending? 

A FINE SPECIMEN $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LISA MARIE RICE (SUSPENSE) 
Tough-as-nails police lieutenant Alex Cruz is all busi-
ness and all brawn. Cops and criminals alike tremble 
before him, which is just the way he likes it. He has 
to be harder than the hardest criminals to root the 

bad guys out of his city. Then his boss forces him to 
work with a scholar who is studying dominance in 
law enforcement. Alex doesn't have time to babysit a 
pencil-dick geek writing a useless dissertation. He's 
busy doing real police work. Putting bad guys behind 
bars. But when the pencil-dick geek turns out to be 
the scholarly but gorgeous and alluring Caitlin Sum-
mers, Alex realizes that the only thing he wants 
trembling is Caitlin . . . . naked, and beneath him.The 
minute Caitlin lays eyes on the smoldering, charis-
matic Alex, she knows that focusing on her disserta-
tion is going to be harder than she anticipated--not to 
mention dangerous. Because with a track record like 
Alex's, the bad guys are always looking for a soft 
spot--and she's the perfect soft spot. When Caitlin 
comes under attack, Alex realizes that his most im-
portant mission is keeping Caitlin safe . . . and mak-
ing her his own. (Previously released as "Taming 
Nick") 

FIRST TIME WITH A HIGHLANDER BK#2 $3.95  
GWYN CREADY (TIME TRAVEL)  
Sirens of the Scottish Borderlands series. 
Serabeth’s no-good fiancé is dead, and she needs a 
husband fast, or she’ll be ruined. Her indignant and 
handsome captive will do just fine, if she can keep 
her mind focused on the business at hand… Gerard 
is a love-'em-and-leave-'em ad exec who opens the 
door to a wild party in 21st century New York and 
wakes up in 18th century Edinburgh with a hangover 
and a beautiful, disinterested new “wife” who says he 
has “served his purpose.” 

FROM THIS MOMENT ON BK#2 $3.95  
BELLA ANDRE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Sullivans series. Just one night... Marcus Sullivan 
has always been the responsible older brother, step-
ping in to take care of his seven siblings when their 
father died. But when the perfectly ordered future 
he's planned turns out to be a lie, Marcus needs one 
reckless night to shake free from it all. Known 
throughout the world by only one name--Nico--pop 
songstress Nicola Harding is seen as the ultimate 
sex kitten. But it's all a lie. After a terrible betrayal 
she refuses to let anyone else close enough to find 
out who she really is...or to hurt her again. Especially 
the gorgeous stranger at the bar. One night is all 
Nicola and Marcus agree to share with each other. 
But instead, a deeper connection than either of them 
could have anticipated begins.... 

HELL TO PAY $3.95  
WENDY CORSI STAUB (SUSPENSE)  
And so it begins . . . again. Survivors of a serial killer 
who invadedtheir childhood, Lucy Walsh and Jeremy 
Cavalon are married now, replacing nightmares of 
their terrifying past with joyful dreams of theupcom-
ing birth of their first child. Fiercelydetermined to 
protect the fragile balance of their lives, Lucy doesn't 
know that her new husband guards a deadly secret . 
. . or that an Act of Godis about to unleash a venge-
ful fury. For shell-shocked Lucy and Jeremy, the-
horrible death of a loved one is a tragic accident. But  
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for a shadowy predator, it's the first step toward com-
pleting a deadly mission that was interrupted so long 
ago. Now, at last, the members of the Walsh and 
Cavalon families will pay for their sins, one by one . .  

THE HIGHLANDER’S FOLLY BK#3 $4.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
BARBARA LONGLEY (HISTORICAL) 
Loch Moigh series. A brave fifteenth-century High-
lander fiercely devoted to his foster family, Hunter of 
clan MacKintosh can defeat any man in battle. 
Thanks to his fae gifts, he can read the intent of his 
opponents and guess their next moves. But when 
the faerie Madame Giselle sends Hunter to the pre-
sent day, he stumbles into a staged battle and res-
cues a young knight—only to discover that the knight 
is a woman, and she’s anything but a damsel in dis-
tress. Meghan McGladrey learned martial arts and 
sword fighting from her father, a time-traveling High-
lander himself. To Hunter’s surprise, Meghan is as 
skilled as any knight. When both of them are pulled 
back to the fifteenth century, Meghan becomes des-
perate to return to her time. Hunter, who is pledged 
to another, begins to fall for the beautiful, brave war-
rior as they fight side by side against a common ene-
my. Now, he must decide which matters more: his 
honor, or following his heart. 

HOW TO ENTICE AN ENCHANTRESS BK#3 $3.95  
KAREN HAWKINS (HISTORICAL)  
Duchess Diaries series. Reclusive Viscount Kirk, 
horribly scarred by a tragic accident that stole the life 
of his beloved first wife, is a man defined by fury. For 
years he’s eschewed society, growing abrupt and 
curmudgeonly. But now, when he’d given up on life, 
he’s fallen madly in love with the refreshingly naive 
daughter of his neighbor, dainty and charming Dahlia 
Balfour. Desperate to win her attention, Kirk calls in a 
favor from the Duchess of Roxburghe and asks that 
she transform him into a fashionable suitor for Dahl-
ia’s hand. But what’s easy to change on the outside, 
isn’t as easy to change on the inside… Dahlia’s al-
ways dreamed of a fairytale romance. Although Vis-
count Kirk is only seven years her senior, because of 
his cantankerous ways and lack of social graces she 
thinks of him as her “older neighbor,” and is blissfully 
unaware that he sees her as anything other than an 
acquaintance. She is shocked to see him at the 
duchess’s grand house party, trying to fit with the 
very societal rules he so frequently mocks. Surprised 
by his attention, irritated at his bald honesty, and 
intrigued that he finds her worth the effort, Dahlia 
regards Kirk as the opposite of Prince Charming. 
Without the pretty words and grand gestures she 
yearns for, can true love find its way into her unwill-
ing heart?  

 

 

 

I OWN THE DAWN BK#2 $3.95  
ML BUCHMAN (SUSPENSE) 
The Night Stalkers series. Name: Archibald Jeffrey 
Stevenson III; Rank: First Lieutenant, Dap Hawk 
Copilot; Mission: Strategy and execution of special 
ops manoeuvres; Name: Kee Smith; Rank: Ser-
geant, Night Stalker Gunner and Sharpshooter; Mis-
sion: Whatever it takes to get the job done. You 
Wouldn't Think It Could Get Worse, Until It Does... 
When a special mission slowly unravels, it is up to 
Kee and Archie to get their team out of an impossible 
situation with international implications. With her 
weaponry knowledge and his strategic thinking, plus 
the explosive attraction that puts them into exact 
synchrony, together they might just have a fighting 
chance.  

IF I SHOULD DIE BK#3 $3.95 
ALLISON BRENNAN (SUSPENSE) 
Lucy Kincaid series. A TRIP TO THE DARK 
SIDE ... Aspiring FBI agent Lucy Kincaid and her P.I. 
boyfriend, Sean Rogan, are heading to the Adiron-
dack Mountains for a pleasant romantic getaway 
when they detour to help troubled friends, owners of 
a new resort who are battling malicious vandals. 
After Lucy and Sean pursue an arsonist into an 
abandoned mine shaft, Lucy stumbles upon an even 
more heinous crime—and the perfectly preserved 
remains of its victim. The only thing more disturbing 
than the discovery of the corpse is its sudden disap-
pearance. While the local police remain skeptical, 
Lucy is dead certain that there’s a connection be-
tween the sabotage at the resort and the murder—
one that the less-than-neighborly citizens of Spruce 
Lake seem to have a stake in keeping hidden. Then, 
when a cold-blooded sniper targets Sean and Lucy, 
FBI agent Noah Armstrong enters the fray to ensure 
that more bodies don’t hit the ground. Now three 
outsiders race to untangle a violent conspiracy be-
fore they end up like the rest of Spruce Lake’s se-
crets: dead and buried.   

IN THE WARRIOR’S BED BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
MARY WINE (HISTORICAL)  
McJames series. Cullen McJames will not have his 
honor sullied, certainly not by his clan's nemesis 
Laird Erik McQuade. So when McQuade tells the 
Court of Scotland that Cullen has stolen his daugh-
ter's virtue, Cullen steals the daughter instead. Since 
his brother wed a fetching lass, Cullen's been think-
ing he too needs a wife. A marriage could end the 
constant war between the clans. And looking on 
Bronwyn McQuade but once has put her in his 
dreams for a week… But Bronwyn won't go quietly. 
She won't be punished for what she did not do. Nor 
is she eager to live among the resentful veterans of 
McQuade wars. And however brave and beautiful a 
man Cullen may be, he has much to learn about a 
woman's fighting spirit. But as Bronwyn will discover, 
he has much to teach her as well… 

 



 

KEEP ME SAFE BK#1 $4.95 TRADE  P/BACK  
MAYA BANKS (SUSPENSE)  
Slow Burn series. When Caleb Devereaux's young-
er sister is kidnapped, this scion of a powerful and 
wealthy family turns to an unlikely source for help: a 
beautiful and sensitive woman with a gift for finding 
answers others cannot. While Ramie can connect to 
victims and locate them by feeling their pain, her abil-
ity comes with a price. Every time she uses it, it costs 
her a piece of herself. Helping the infuriatingly attrac-
tive and impatient Caleb successfully find his sister 
nearly destroys her. Even though his sexual intensity 
draws her like a magnet, she needs to get as far 
away from him as she can. Deeply remorseful for the 
pain he’s caused, Caleb is determined to make things 
right. But just when he thinks Ramie's vanished forev-
er, she reappears. She’s in trouble and she needs his 
help. Now, Caleb will risk everything to protect her — 
including his heart....(Bk#2 also avail at same price) 

KILLER CHARMS BK#3 $3.95  
MARIANNE STILLINGS (SUSPENSE) 
Darling Detectives trilogy. If he could really see the 
future . . . Logan Sinclair is nothing but a fraud. Or at 
least that's what Inspector Andie Darling, undercover 
on the streets of San Francisco, is determined to 
prove. Sure, the sexy Scotsman may say he's a clair-
voyant, but Andie's never believed in second sight—
or love at first sight. So why does his sweet talk turn 
her into a lovestruck fool? He'd know that Andie Dar-
ling always gets her man . . .Getting the goods on the 
elusive con man would get Andie out of boring Vice 
and into Homicide, yet all she can think about is get-
ting into Logan's arms. But juggling her job and her 
heart leaves her with little time to protect herself from 
a crazed killer hot on her heels. Logan would love to 
help Andie—and get closer to her—but charm might 
not be enough to save them now . . . 

KISS OF MIDNIGHT BK#1 $3.95 
LARA ADRIAN (PARANORMAL) 
Midnight Breed series. He watches her from across 
the crowded dance club, a sensual black-haired 
stranger who stirs Gabrielle Maxwell’s deepest fanta-
sies. But nothing about this night—or this man—is 
what it seems. For when Gabrielle witnesses a mur-
der outside the club, reality shifts into something dark 
and deadly. In that shattering instant she is thrust into 
a realm she never knew existed—a realm where 
vampires stalk the shadows and a blood war is set to 
ignite. Lucan Thorne despises the violence carried 
out by his lawless brethren. A vampire himself, Lucan 
is a Breed warrior, sworn to protect his kind—and the 
unwitting humans existing alongside them—from the 
mounting threat of the Rogues. Lucan cannot risk 
binding himself to a mortal woman, but when Gabriel-
le is targeted by his enemies, he has no choice but to 
bring her into the dark underworld he commands. 
Here, in the arms of the Breed’s formidable leader, 
Gabrielle will confront an extraordinary destiny of 
danger, seduction, and the darkest pleasures of all. . . 
.  

LAST DRAGON STANDING BK#4 $3.95  
GA AIKEN (PARANORMAL)  
Dragon Kin series. I know what they see when they 
look at me. The charming, soft-spoken dragoness 
bred from the most powerful of royal bloodlines. A 
disguise stronger than any battle shield that allows 
me to keep all suitors at tail’s length. A technique 
that’s worked until him. Until Ragnar the Cunning, 
handsome barbarian warlord and warrior mage from 
the desolate Northlands. Unlike those who’ve come 
before him, he does not simply submit to my astound-
ing charm and devastating smile. Instead he dismiss-
es me as vapid, useless and, to my great annoyance, 
rather stupid! Yet I’ll allow no male to dismiss me. 
Soon he’ll learn my worth, my many skills, and the 
strength of my will. For this one challenges me 
enough to make me want to ruthlessly taunt him, 
tease him and, finally, when the trap is set, bring him 
to his knees.  

LICENSE TO ENSORCELL BK#1 $3.95 
KATHARINE KERR (PARANORMAL) 
Nola O'Grady series. Psychic Agent Nola O'Grady 
isn't sure returning to San Francisco, and living near 
her unusual family, is a good idea. Her job, with a 
psychic agency so obscure even the CIA doesn't 
know it exists, can be perilous, and she's afraid of the 
relatives getting involved. Then the Agency saddles 
her with Israeli secret agent Ari Nathan, and she has 
a bigger problem on her hands, because tact and 
compromise are not Ari's strong points. Their mission 
is to track down a serial killer obsessed with were-
wolves. He sees them everywhere and shoots when-
ever he thinks he has one in his sights. Ari assumes 
the man's psychotic, but in truth he's murdering actu-
al werewolves. Nola should know. Her younger broth-
er Pat, a lycanthrope, was the first victim. Can Nola's 
psychic talents and Ari's skill with guns keep them 
alive long enough to unravel the greater mystery be-
hind the killings? Can they save the werewolves and 
the world while stopping Nola's family from running 
headlong into danger? (Bks#2 & 4 also avail. at 
same price) 

LIVING ON THE EDGE BK#1 $3.95  
SHANNON K BUTCHER (SUSPENSE)  
Edge series. After a devastating injury, Lucas Ram-
say knows he's finished as a soldier. But when the 
general who saved his life asks him for a favor, he 
says yes. All Lucas has to do is keep the general's 
daughter from getting on a plane to Colombia -- 
which is easier said than done... Independent to the 
core, Sloane Gideon is a member of the Edge-a 
group of mercenaries for hire. But she's not on the 
clock for this mission. Her best friend is being held by 
a vicious drug lord, and Sloane must rescue her -- no 
matter how many handsome ex-soldiers her father 
sends to dissuade her. With little choice, Lucas tracks 
Sloane to Colombia-where she reluctantly allows him 
to aid her in her search. But as they grow closer to 
the target, they grow closer to each other. And before 
the battle is over, both will have to decide just what 
they are willing to fight for... 
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LONE RIDER BK#2 $3.95 
BJ DANIELS (SUSPENSE) 
Montana Hamiltons series. When danger claims 
her, rescue comes from the one man she least ex-
pects... A cowgirl at heart, Bo Hamilton does her best 
thinking in wide-open spaces. So when money goes 
missing from the family foundation she runs—
meaning one of her trusted, ragtag employees is a 
thief—Bo rides into the Crazy Mountains to figure 
things out. But a killer hiding among the sawtooth 
ridges takes her captive…and isn't planning on ever 
letting her go. Bo's disappearance gets folks thinking 
she's the guilty one run off with the money, but Jace 
Calder would bet his ranch that she's innocent. Not 
that he has any reason to trust the beautiful, spoiled 
senator's daughter. But she also gave his troubled 
sister a job when no one else would. For his sibling's 
sake, Jace is going after Bo and bringing her home to 
face the truth. But in the wild, rugged Crazy Moun-
tains, he finds Bo at the mercy of a suspected mur-
derer. As her only hope, Jace is about to find out 
what they're both made of. 

LORD OF THE DEEP BK#5 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SHERRI L KING (ROMANTICA) 
Horde Wars series. Tryton, Elder of the Shikar 
Council, knows the cost of love and vows never to fall 
prey to its seductive embrace. He cannot, for that 
way lies madness, destruction and unspoken secrets 
centuries old. Niki Akitoye is a woman cursed by 
love, indeed by any emotion that makes her lose grip 
on her tightly held control. When Niki loses control, 
people die. She must never let anyone get too close. 
But once these two proud fighters meet, all their rules 
stand waiting to be broken…and the price of desire 
could be salvation or destruction. In a world you 
thought you knew, pasts collide and futures hang in 
the balance. For our greatest needs and darkest se-
crets are kept closest to the heart. And fate has a 
way of catching up with us… 

MAN OF THE HOUR $3.95   
DIANA PALMER (CONTEMPORARY) 
Night Of Love: Once Steven had given sweet Meg 
Shannon his love, but she'd thrown it all away. Now, 
well, he didn't care that she was back in town; Steven 
had learned his lesson the hard way. This bachelor 
wasn't going to get burned again, no matter what 
Meg said about 'circumstances beyond her control'. 
His control was doing just fine, and she could forget 
all about rekindling their flame! King's Ransom: 
Ahmed ben Rashid claimed to be a foreign diplomat 
in need of a hiding place. And though Brianna Scott 
needed Ahmed's generosity to take care of her broth-
er, she wasn't about to play housemaid to some 
overbearing sheikh! Yet the biggest surprise was 'His 
Majesty's' demand that she become his bride. But 
Brianna wasn't walking down the aisle until her royal 
suitor learned a much-needed lesson in love... Se-
cret Agent Man: Former secret agent Lang Patton 

had battled his conscience for years after breaking 
his engagement to pretty Kirry Campbell. She had 
wanted promises he couldn't keep, needed him in 
ways he couldn't fulfil. Now Kirry was back in his life, 
and she desperately needed his skills to protect her 
from a violent pursuer. This time, Lange vowed not to 
let her down - or let her go! 

MORNING LIGHT BK#8 $3.95  
CATHERINE ANDERSON (CONTEMPORARY) 
Kendrick/Coulter/Harrigan series. Born with sec-
ond sight, Loni MacEwen has vowed to ignore the 
visions that have brought her so much heartbreak. 
Then she meets Clint Harrigan--and realizes she has 
no choice but to warn the handsome cowboy that his 
son is in danger. A hardworking, no-nonsense ranch-
er, Clint doesn't believe the pretty stranger--
especially since he doesn't even have a son. But 
then he sees the drama Loni predicted unfolding on 
the local news. An orphaned boy is lost in the dense 
Oregon wilderness, and according to Loni, only Clint 
can save him. Loni and Clint forge into the woods to 
find the lost boy. As long nights follow exhausting 
days, their feelings grow stronger, and what began 
as a race against time becomes a shared journey of 
trust, understanding, and unexpected love...  

MYSTIC WARRIOR BK#3 $3.95  
PATRICIA RICE ((FANTASY)  
Mystic Isle series. The mystic Isle of Aelynn slowly 
gravitates toward the same disastrous fate as revolu-
tionary Europe—its survival depends on returning an 
elusive treasure… With her home torn by the loss of 
their spiritual leader, Lissandra Olympus, the heir 
apparent, seeks the help of the one man who might 
save them— renegade warrior Murdoch LeDroit. But 
Murdoch has turned his back on those who feared 
his extraordinary psychic powers and rejected him. 
Besides, reigniting the combustible passion between 
him and Lissandra would only expose her to the dan-
gerous forces that shadow him. But if they want to 
protect Aelynn from destruction and chaos, they must 
work together to retrieve the magical key to its surviv-
al—the Chalice of Plenty. Only then can Murdoch 
ever hope to become the ruler Aelynn needs—and 
only then if Lissandra agrees to become his lover.  

NO EXIT BK#2 $3.95  
LENA DIAZ (SUSPENSE)  
Exit Inc. series. As an agent of the Equalizers, Jace 
Atwell will risk everything to destroy EXIT Inc., the 
corrupt antiterrorist group, before more innocent lives 
are lost. The only way to infiltrate EXIT is by getting 
close to the CEO's beautiful daughter, but when they 
get a little too close, Jace finds himself falling for the 
woman he is duty-bound to deceive. Whatever clan-
destine activities EXIT is involved in, Melissa Car-
denas refuses to believe that her father is responsi-
ble and is determined to prove it. So when sexy, 
smooth-talking Jace comes clean about his motives, 
Melissa drops a bombshell of her own: she's been 
investigating too—and she wants to help him find the 
truth. The chemistry between Melissa and Jace is 



 

undeniable, but their opposing views of justice make 
teamwork tricky. With their lives on the line—and the 
truth something neither of them expected—the only 
way to survive will be to trust their hearts and each 
other . . . if they can. 

OATH OF CHALLENGE: CONQUERING KATE BK#2 
$4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MARLY CHANCE (ROMANTICA)  
Oath of Shimerian. Twenty-nine-year-old Kate is 
happily single and thoroughly independent. She 
thinks men are pretty much like expensive stock-
ings...sexy when you first try them on, but apt to run 
like hell at the first snag. From bedroom to board-
room she's never met a man she couldn't handle. 
Tair will be no exception. She'll walk away smiling 
after two fun filled weeks of sex... Tair is a psychic 
warrior cop who's used to winning at whatever game 
he plays. He knows Kate's deepest fantasies. He 
knows what it will take to seduce her. And he knows 
this particular game is the most important one he'll 
ever play. 

ONCE A RAKE BK#5 $3.95  
EILEEN DREYER (HISTORICAL)  
Drake's Rakes series. All he wants is her help . . . 
Colonel Ian Ferguson may be a rake, but he's no 
traitor. Accused of trying to kill the Duke of Welling-
ton, the disgraced Scotsman is now a fugitive--from 
the law, the army, and the cunning assassin who 
hunts him. Wounded and miles from his allies, Ian 
finds himself at the mercy of an impoverished country 
wife. The spirited woman is achingly beautiful . . . and 
hiding some dangerous secrets of her own. All she 
needs is his heart . . . She was a child nobody want-
ed. Now for Lady Sarah Clarke, holding on to her 
vanished husband's crumbling estate is her final 
chance to earn respectability. She knows that hiding 
the devastatingly handsome Ferguson will jeopardize 
her home. Common sense demands that she turn 
him in. But a single, delirious kiss shatters her re-
solve . . . and awakens a passion that neither of them 
can escape.  

ONLY IN MY ARMS BK#5 $3.95  
JO GOODMAN (HISTORICAL)  
Dennehy Sisters series. Torn between devotion and 
a secret yearning for adventure and fulfillment, Mary 
Frances Dennehy makes her choice. Shocking her 
family, she leaves the convent and her cloistered 
existence behind and sets out in search of a new life. 
But for a woman alone, the West can be a hostile 
and treacherous place. And no one is in more dan-
gerous—and irresistible—than Ryder McKay. Faithful 
to the Apaches who raised him, now sentenced to 
hang for a crime he didn't commit, Ryder is desper-
ate enough to seize one last chance for freedom. 
Taking Mary Dennehy hostage, the army scout plots 
his daring escape into the mountains only to find him-
self with a woman he never expected, one who 
makes him feel fully alive and hungry for more. Now, 
with danger closing in, a breathtaking bid for freedom 
becomes a journey into forbidden passion that will 
test two lovers' faith and challenge their hearts.  

PRISONER OF LOVE $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JAID BLACK, TAWNY TAYLOR, MICHELLE M PILLOW 
(ROMANTICA) 
In these enticing tales of naughty bedroom fun, three 
women surrender their secret fantasies to the hard-
bodied captors they can't resist. JAID BLACK War-
lord: When a business trip to Scotland unexpectedly 
takes her back in time, Janet is enslaved by a fierce 
Scottish warrior whose uncontrollable urge to pos-
sess her ignites a steamy passion and unveils a 
sweet surprise. TAWNY TAYLOR Dragons and 
Dungeons: Kaya tries to tempt the flirtatious hunk 
who outbids her at an auction into selling his prize, 
but instead he charms her back to his palatial estate 
and convinces her to accept him as her master so he 
can satisfy all her desires. MICHELLE M. PILLOW 
Taming Him: A hard-bodied stud kidnaps Maggie to 
his alien spaceship, where he showers her with entic-
ing pleasures and unrequited passion until she's 
ready to believe -- and do -- almost anything to be 
his. 

RED HOT FURY BK#1 $3.95  
KASEY MACKENZIE (PARANORMAL)  
Shades of Fury trilogy. A sizzling urban fantasy 
series featuring Marissa Holloway, an immortal Fury 
who doesn't just get mad...she gets even. As a Fury, 
Marissa Holloway belongs to an Arcane race that has 
avenged wrongdoing since time immemorial. As Bos-
ton's chief magical investigator for the past five 
years, she's doing what she was born to do: solve 
supernatural crimes. But Riss's investigation into a 
dead sister Fury leads to her being inexplicably sus-
pended from her job. And to uncover the truth behind 
this cover-up, she'll have to turn to her shape-shifting 
Warhound ex for help. (Bks#2&3 also avail. at 
same price) 

ROYAL BRIDESMAIDS $3.95 
STEPHANIE LAURENS, GAELEN FOLEY, LORETTA 
CHASE (HISTORICAL)   
A Return Engagement - Stephanie Laurens: Lady 
Nell Daughtry has her hands full getting her reluctant 
bride sister safely married to the Prince of Lauten-
berg. Then she learns she's paired with Robert 
Knightley . . . the fiancé who walked away. The Im-
poster Bride - Gaelen Foley: Lady Minerva must 
ensure her country's princess is wed to handsome 
Prince Tor. Then the bride bolts, and bridesmaid be-
comes—bride! Lord Lovedon's Duel - Loretta 
Chase: When Chloe Sharp hears the handsome Earl 
of Lovedon say her sister's royal marriage is a match 
made in money, she challenges him to a duel—for 
love and honor.  

RUNNING SCARED BK#2 $3.95  
ELIZABETH LOWELL (SUSPENSE) 
Rarities Unlimited series. Risa Sheridan knows 
everything there is to know about gold; and her boss, 
Shane Tannahill, is addicted to the stuff, having al-
ready made the precious metal the theme of his ultra 
successful Las Vegas casino. Now an ancient Celtic 
piece is being offered to Shane, with the promise of  
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more to come, and the casino owner is hooked. Risa, 
however, is wary—because something about this 
particular artifact says “stay away.” Soon people are 
dying all around Risa and Shane, as the wrong 
hands reach out for a remarkable golden treasure 
wrapped in a terrifying conundrum that dates back to 
the time of the druids. However, it is a more contem-
porary danger that is drawing the beautiful gold ex-
pert and her gold-loving employer closer together—
and is placing them in the center of an insidious plot 
to destroy Shane Tannahill and everything he’s strug-
gled so hard to build. 

THE SEDUCTION OF PHAETON BLACK BK#1 $4.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
JILLIAN STONE (PARANORMAL)  
Phaeton Black series. He's The Man With The Mag-
ic Touch ... A master of deduction, seduction and 
other midnight maneuvers, Phaeton Black is Scot-
land Yard's secret weapon against things that go 
bump in the night. His prodigious gifts as a paranor-
mal investigator are as legendary as his skills as a 
lover, his weakness for wicked women as notorious 
as his affection for absinthe. But when he's asked to 
hunt down a fanged femme fatale who drains her 
victims of blood, he walks right into the arms of the 
most dangerous woman he's ever known. . . She's 
The Devilish Miss Jones ... Pressing a knife to his 
throat--and demanding he make love to her--Miss 
America Jones uses Phaeton as a willing shield 
against the gang of pirates chasing her. As deadly as 
she is, with a derringer tucked in her garter, Miss 
Jones is not the vampiric killer he's been staking out-
-but she may be just what Phaeton needs to crack 
the case. As the daughter of a Cajun witch, she pos-
sesses uncanny powers. As a fearless fighter, she 
can handle anything from Egyptian mummies to Jack 
the Ripper. But when an ancient evil is unleashed on 
the world, she could be his only salvation. . .or ulti-
mate sacrifice.   

SHADOWS FROM THE PAST BK#1 $3.95  
LINDSAY MCKENNA (SUSPENSE)  
Jackson Hole series. When photojournalist Kamaria 
Trayhern goes undercover at the Mason family 
ranch, she's hoping to find her real father, not ro-
mance. But keeping everyone convinced she is who 
she claims to be will be harder than she expects--
especially where one sexy ranch hand is concerned. 
After all he's been through, there's no way Wesley 
Sheridan wants to tangle with more heartache and 
lies. So the last thing he needs is to be drawn to the 
pretty new caretaker. But with a jealous killer out to 
rewrite Mason family history forever, two lonely 
hearts must learn to trust each other...if they hope to 
survive the season. 

SLEEPER BK#3 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
GENNITA LOW (SUSPENSE)  
Crossfire series. When trusting each other could be 
deadly.... Lily Noretski, a beautiful young woman in 
possession of a devastating weapon, is targeted for 
seduction by Navy SEAL Reed Vicenzio. An activat-
ed "sleeper" on the run, she's in possession of a dev-
astating weapon. Reed is the sharpshooter--solid, 
dependable, unflappable--assigned the task of win-
ning Lily's confidence to find the secret weapon...and 
eliminate her, if necessary. But this extraordinary 
woman's fire and courage makes his assignment 
harder than any he has ever undertaken. Lily knows 
that someone is pulling her string, but if she is to sur-
vive, she must put her trust in the hands of this 
charming but lethal man of mystery. Her head tells 
her she's in grave peril, but her heart dares her to put 
everything on the line. Which should she follow? 

SPELLBOUND BK#12 $3.95  
KELLEY ARMSTRONG (PARANORMAL)  
Women of the Otherworld series. Savannah Levine 
is all grown up. As a witch endowed with an array of 
spells, she is also a force to be reckoned with. As a 
paranormal investigator she is finally coming into her 
own. But her last case tore a family apart, and Sa-
vannah swore she'd give up her powers to fix the 
mess she helped create. Someone-or something-
must have been listening. Powerless and on the run 
from witch-hunting assassins, Savannah stumbles 
upon a gathering storm that threatens the very exist-
ence of the Otherworld. The danger is real, and Sa-
vannah must somehow join forces with old friends 
like Elena, Clay, Paige, Lucas, Jaime, and Hope to 
face their world's greatest threat-and one that just 
might come from within. 

STRIKING DISTANCE BK#6 $3.95 
PAMELA CLARE (SUSPENSE) 
Team series. Her past is a secret—even to her. Dis-
covering it will be the most dangerous move of her 
life. TV reporter Laura Nilsson, known as the 
"Baghdad Babe," spent eighteen months in an Al 
Qaeda compound after being kidnapped live on the 
air. Two years later, she's still wondering why. No 
rescue mission in Javier Corbray's fourteen years as 
a Navy SEAL affected him the way Laura's rescue 
did. No woman has stirred his protective instincts the 
way she has. And he wants her more than he's ever 
wanted anyone. As Laura and Javier's passion ig-
nites, so does Laura's need to discover the mystery 
of her past. Especially when she learns that her ab-
duction was not random—and that she's still a target 
for a killer with an impenetrable motive. Now Javier 
will have to rely on his skills to keep the woman he 
loves from being struck down before she dares un-
cover the truth. 

 

**Occasionally the first title in a series is not shown because the first, and even some 
subsequent books, particularly in a long series, are no longer readily available.** 



 

TEXAS HOLD ‘EM BK#3 $3.95  
CHRISTIE CRAIG (CONTEMPORARY) 
Hotter in Texas series. The last thing veterinarian 
Leah Reece needs is a man in her life. They're noth-
ing but trouble-and not even the fun kind. But when 
her apartment is broken into and Leah suspects Ra-
fael, her dangerous half-brother, of foul play, she 
can't deny she could use a little help. She just never 
expected that help would come with twinkling blue 
eyes and a sexy smile… All PI Austin Brook wants is 
to nail Rafael DeLuna, the man who framed him for 
murder. He'll do anything for information-even lie 
about his identity to charm Leah, DeLuna's half-
sister. But her sweet dimples and fiery spirit soon 
make her more than just his only lead. Leah be-
comes his every desire. As Austin closes in on DeLu-
na, it's clear he won't go down without a fight. Now 
the only way Austin can protect Leah is to reveal all 
of his secrets and risk losing her for good.  

TOO FAR GONE BK#6 $3.95  
MARLISS MELTON (SUSPENSE) 
SEAL Team 12 series. Ellie Stuart's life ended the 
day her children were stolen from her. Driving on a 
Virginia backroad, Ellie was ambushed by two men 
who violently pulled her from her car and drove off 
with her three sons inside. Devastated, Ellie begs the 
police to bring her babies home. But the authorities 
wonder if this stressed-out single mom may not be 
telling the whole truth about what happened that 
day... Navy SEAL Sean Harlan agrees to help Ellie 
find her children, but vows to keep their relationship 
professional. He's got no room in his life for a woman 
and her kids--no matter how beautiful she is, or how 
desperate their situation. But when a sinister organi-
zation begins pulling strings behind the scenes, the 
investigation suddenly targets Sean. Can he and Ellie 
rescue her children and save themselves? Or are 
they already… TOO FAR GONE  

TOUCH OF CRIMSON BK#1 $3.95  
SYLVIA DAY (PARANORMAL)  
Renegade Angels series. Adrian Mitchell is a pow-
erful angel leading an elite Special Ops unit of Sera-
phim. His task is to punish the Fallen-angels who 
have become vampires-and command a restless 
pack of indentured lycans. But Adrian has suffered 
his own punishment for becoming involved with mor-
tals- losing the woman he loves again and again. 
Now, after nearly two hundred years, he has found 
her-Shadoe-her soul once more inhabiting a new 
body, with no memory of him. And this time, he won't 
let her go. 

TRUFFLED TO DEATH BK#2 $3.95  
KATHY AARONS (MYSTERY)  
Chocolate Covered Mystery. Two best friends sell 
books and bonbons--and solve crimes--in this mys-
tery from the author of Death Is Like a Box of Choco-
lates... Hoping to sweeten sales for their shop, Choc-
olates and Chapters, Michelle and Erica host a re-
ception highlighting a new museum display of ancient 
Mayan pottery curated by Erica's former mentor, Pro-

fessor Addison Moody. The evening has a few hic-
cups, but the ladies soon smooth things over with 
ample servings of wine and chocolate. 
Yet with the sweet comes the bitter. The very next 
day, the antiquities from the reception are discovered 
missing. The professor accuses Erica of having 
sticky fingers, claiming she wants revenge on him. 
And she's only in more trouble after he's found 
stabbed to death with one of the artifacts. Now 
Michelle must help Erica track down the real killer 
before someone else finds themselves in less than 
mint condition... 

TULLE DEATH DO US PART BK#6 $3.95  
ANNETTE BLAIR (MYSTERY)  
Vintage Magic Mystery. Clothing boutique owner 
Madeira Cutler takes on a murder from the past that 
won’t stay dead... Maddie’s love of classic fashion 
has made her Vintage Magic boutique a success—
even if the visions she experiences when touching 
certain items often lead her into trouble. Decades 
ago, at a Mystic Country Club costume ball, a secret 
scavenger hunt ended in an unexplained death, hast-
ily concealed. Now, Maddie's invited to participate in 
a similar anniversary event: but one touch of the vin-
tage petticoat used to hide evidence of the original 
crime hurtles Maddie into a scavenger hunt of her 
own. She must find missing petticoat pieces and re-
stitch the clues it reveals...to expose a killer! 

VANISHED BK#2 $3.95  
ELIZABETH HEITER (SUSPENSE)  
The Profiler series. Sometimes the past can haunt 
you... Eighteen years ago, FBI profiler Evelyn Baine s 
best friend, Cassie Byers, disappeared, the third in a 
series of unsolved abductions. Only a macabre 
nursery rhyme was left at the scene, a nursery rhyme 
that claimed Evelyn was also an intended victim. 
Now, after all these years of silence, another girl has 
gone missing in South Carolina, and the Nursery 
Rhyme Killer is taking credit. But is Cassie s abductor 
really back, or is there a copycat at work? Sometimes 
the past is best forgotten… Evelyn has waited eight-
een years for a chance to investigate, but when she 
returns to Rose Bay, she finds a dark side to the 
seemingly idyllic town. As the place erupts in vio-
lence and the kidnapper strikes again, Evelyn knows-
this is her last chance. If she doesn t figure out what 
happened to Cassie eighteen years ago, it may be 
Evelyn s turn to vanish without a trace. 

VIKING WARRIOR RISING BK#1 $3.95 
ASA MARIA BRADLEY  
Viking Warriors series. Immortal Vikings are among 
us. Leif Skarsganger and his elite band of immortal 
warriors have been charged to protect humanity from 
the evil Norse god Loki. Under attack from Loki’s 
minions, Leif is shocked to encounter a dark-haired 
beauty who fights like a warrior herself. Wounded 
and feverish, the Viking kisses her, inadvertently trig-
gering an ancient Norse bond. But when Naya Bris-
bane breaks away and disappears before the bond is 
completed, Leif’s warrior spirit goes berserk. If Leif  
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doesn’t find her fast, he’s going to lose himself to 
permanent battle fury. But Naya doesn’t want to be 
found...and he’ll do anything to find her. Because 
they’re both running out of time.  

VIRTUOUS SCOUNDREL BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
MAGGIE FENTON (HISTORICAL) 
Regency Romp trilogy. Sebastian Sherbrook, a self
-proclaimed scoundrel and the newly minted Mar-
quess of Manwaring, returns to London after his es-
tranged uncle dies, intent on reforming his rakish 
image once and for all. Yet through no fault of his 
own, he’s soon embroiled in the biggest scandal of 
the Season, and his secret plans to court the only 
woman he’s ever wanted are in shambles. Lady 
Katherine Manwaring knows her poor opinion of her 
late husband’s nephew isn’t about to change, even if 
the Times has dubbed him “The Single Most Beauti-
ful Man In London.” When fate casts Sebastian upon 
her mercy, however, she learns two shocking truths: 
he may not be the scoundrel his reputation suggests, 
and he’s hopelessly in love…with her. But an irate 
squire, an even more irate dog, several dawn ap-
pointments, meddling friends, and a touch of black-
mail aren’t the only things that stand in the way of 
their happy ending. Can Katherine accept Sebas-
tian’s love—and will he still want her if he learns her 
own dark secret? 

VISION IMPOSSIBLE BK#9 $3.95 
VICTORIA LAURIE (PARANORMAL) 
Psychic Eye Mystery. Abigail Cooper makes a living 
as a psychic, using her vision to stop others from 
making a killing on murder. Now, as the FBI’s newest 
Civilian Profiler, she can add something else to her 
resume—spy. The CIA and Air Force need Abby 
Cooper’s help. The military has developed a software 
surveillance system able to lock onto any individual’s 
unique aura. The problem is, the drone carrying the 
software has gone missing, and the implications to 
national security could be devastating. To get the 
drone back, Uncle Sam must recruit a special 
agent—a very special agent in the form of profes-
sional psychic, Abigail Cooper. With her fiancé Dutch 
Rivers by her side, Abby is eager to do her patriotic 
duty and stop the criminals before they set their dia-
bolical plan into motion. But the deeper Abby gets 
involved in counter intelligence, the more she makes 
herself a prime target…   

WANTED BK#1 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
J KENNER (ROMANTICA) 
Most Wanted series. He is everything I crave, all I 
desperately want—and he is everything I can’t have. 
Evan Black embodies my every fantasy. He is bril-
liant, fierce, and devastatingly handsome. But he is 
also headstrong, dangerous, and burdened with se-
crets. My family warned me to stay away, that I could 
never handle Evan’s dark dealings or scarred past. 
Maybe I should have listened. Maybe I should have 
run. But our desire is undeniable, and some tempta-

tions you just can’t fight. And from the moment we 
touch—the passion between us consuming us both—
I know that I will never be the same. 

WHAT AN EARL WANTS BK#1 $3.95  
KASEY MICHAELS (HISTORICAL)  
The Redgraves series. Gideon Redgrave, eldest 
child of the late Earl of Saltwood, refuses to be hum-
bled by the scandal that once tore his family apart. 
He's built his life in London society around one rule: 
trust no one. So the last thing he wants is to play 
guardian and role model to a headstrong boy . . . or 
to engage in a battle of wills with the boy's spirited 
half sister, who is fighting Gideon for custody.  Beau-
tiful and bold, young widow Jessica Linden proves to 
be a formidable and passionate adversary. But the 
more they lock horns, the more Gideon realizes he'd 
prefer to have Jessica on his side . . . and in his 
arms. Especially now that a new threat—sprung from 
his father's supposedly defunct secret society—is 
poised to destroy the Redgraves once and for all. 
(Bks#2,3&4 also available at same price) 

WHEN SEDUCING A DUKE BK#1 $3.95  
KATHRYN SMITH (HISTORICAL)  
Victorian Soap Opera trilogy. Enchant. Tempt. En-
tice. Beguile. Just a few things a woman must do 
when seducing a duke ... Rose Danvers charms her 
way into the glittering masked ball with only one man 
on her mind. She would risk certain scandal for a kiss 
from Greyden Kane, Duke of Ryeton—though she 
lusts for much, much more. The ravishing woman in 
burgundy takes Grey's breath away. She reminds 
him of the sheltered beauty entrusted to his care, the 
only one who has ever touched his icy heart. But 
Rose would never allow herself to be so indiscreet, 
so ruled by passion. Believing their forbidden em-
brace a terrible mistake, Grey knows he must do the 
honorable thing and find Rose a husband. But Rose 
will not be pawned off for propriety's sake. She will 
not rest until her seduction is complete and she has 
the duke bedded, wedded, and deeply satisfied. All 
he has to do is say yes. (Bks#2&3 also avail. at 
same price) 

WILD COWBOY WAYS BK#1 $3.95  
CAROLYN BROWN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Lucky Penny Ranch. Allie Logan isn't the type to 
land a hot hunk of cowboy. Truth is, she's given up 
on dating since shedding her no-good ex. But the 
new owner of the most ramshackle ranch in Texas 
might just change her mind about that. He's six-foot-
plus of tall, dark, and charming—the kind of guy who 
could make a girl throw caution to the wind . . . or the 
kind of guy who could break her heart. Blake Dawson 
hopes he can make Lucky Penny Ranch finally live 
up to its name, but the property needs a ton of work. 
Allie and her carpentry skills are his best shot at get-
ting things in order. Besides the fact that her brown 
eyes and dangerous curves have him roped and tied. 
Now Blake only needs to convince her that a wild 
cowboy can be tamed by love—and she's just the 
one to do it.  


